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Student Placement Service We ’re hosts for 
next CUS CongressStart job hunt now■■

■
Dalhousie will host the 29th Com v : \ ■

Students.
By NANCY MURPHY employment right now, however, simply because companies from

“The Student Placement Office are not so good. 9.9 per cent of other parts of Canada are reluct- is affiliated with the Department this campus after Acadia, who ormiaail; v it- «•:
cannot guarantee a job for the their time is involved with grad- ant to hire personnel without a 0f Labour,
student but does guarantee to do mating and graduate students with personal interview,
its best to help him find one,” over 75 companies from across
says George Beck, head ol the Canada visiting the placement of

fice in the past six-and-a-half

The CUS Board of Directors voter to ! ..■> ■’ , ;The Student Placement Office1
Zl

to withdraw.
I k Dai last hosted the Congress in 19G0.

The Council of Student’s approved in : : incipl* tin idt -i hul i-
Canadia n University if they re- in g the gathering last spring, and : -; hi
quest it, and by the end of the meeting on Nov. 17.

An office will be set up at any
Students in Science and in par

ticular honour students are in
The main problem at Dalliou- weeks. greatest demand. •• 1 here is little year, offices will be located at 30

sie is to make the students aware The largest employer for fe- opportunity for the student be- Canadian universities,
of the fact that the placement male undergraduates in the sum- *ore his Junior or Senior year,
office works on a full time basis mer is the summer resort but Employers are not overly enthu-

anyone interested must apply now. siastic to hire female graduates the aggressive student.
regardless of faculty.________________________

service.

The Council are now searching for s-imeorv m ! :
Congress Planning. He will have no trouble .n obtain

in 19GO andThe opportunities are there for Peter Green in Law III was Chairman of the oi
Robbie Shaw planned the 1961 Congre.-.s ;■ ;e r■ all year.

“It must be emphasized,” Beck
B said, “that the students keep in i-s particularly difficult for
m touch with us at least once every students to obtain sumint i en -

two weeks.” ployment here in the Halil x — cause, upon joining a company it
• Dalhousie Students don’t take Dartmouth area, because it is nor takes up to two years to train the 
j full advantage of their employ- a large industrial area” Mr. Beck student; most female graduates 

ment office.

/>
Margaret Kemp at Sir GeorgeBeck explained that this is be-I*

,1 America will be pushed 
from Vietnam, she says

stated. leave the company to get married 
Yet in the latter part of June after a year or two.:Pp|| “We can’t call the student and

. ' ;f tell him of the summer employ- ^ast vear tlle oifice was looking
" I ment office only 35 per cent of for Students to fill summer jobs.

| all the students are registered 
I at the office and yet they com- 
S plain when there are no jobopen-
! ings for them. “We can’t call the Prevjous years, but not m pro- the correct background. Summer
! student and tell him of the Portion to the enrollment it Dal- jobs for students are often created

h ou sie.

m Most employers usually specify 
exactly what they want, and the 

Job opportunities for students placement office must go through 
were greater last year than in their files to find a student with

i ' jk -
* By BILL KERR 

GAZETTE STAFF 
“The general conclusion, per

haps decided reluctantly, was 
that America will be pushed out 
of Viet Nam,” Margaret Kemp 
reported to Council last week.

Miss Kemp, a second year stu
dent in the Faculty of Graduate 
Studies, recently attended the 
Seminar on South-East Asia at 
Sir George Williams University. 
Margaret gave a report to Coun
cil, then answered questions on 
the South-East Asian problem.

“The purpose of the seminar 
was to acquaint the delegates 
with the area in general, spec!- 

a sec- ficially Viet Nam,” Miss Kemp 
told Council.

other phases of life and govern- is acute .-;o<-in lis r n 
ment in Asia, including Thai- and 
land and SEATO. Miss Kemp 
presented a paper to the sem- been idopt d ! t! 
inar on “Prospects of Social said, and “ti .vi n

a culture is more th.-. difficult 
- it is almost ini, >ss .1 • un ,

mmm < risis.momie3 through his own interests orhob- 
Fhe majority of employe:s bies, regardless of University 

looking for students are local, faculty.

summer employment opportuni
ties available unless he is regist
ered with us,” said Beck.

Last year the service hired 
an assistant, Weston Pettis. As 
a team they plan to call on at 
least 10 companies a week in 
the Halifax-Dartmouth area be-

m A westt r{ ultur< had

Revolution in Thailand.”«
Joe Mae Don aid

j
When questioned, she said, that the situ on 

in Thailand, “the people are very 
waiy of a Communist takeover.
As in Vietnam the greatest fear a r <■ politR !! 
is that of losing the national Batoosingi r-mon > ’
identity whether to America or tries cann • i 
to the Communists. Margaret re- corruption s
ported these seminars “vastly do not -re s y ell -f h- - v 
rewarding.
really broadened my knowledge und* r an T : s 
on the people and events stir- omv it is disaster u.-..” 
ring South-East Asia today, 
she said.

Me mber-at-1
/ c“

is top Dal jurist

The ople ol th- Vest IndiesP-
ginning in January. This will mean 
that in the period from January 
to the beginning of May the Place
ment Office will be in personal 

This is a picture of a Dalhousie contact with close to 200 com- 
that is no more. When Munro panies.
Day was the highlight of the year 
the Black and Gold Revue took opportunities this year” Beck 
place, 
viewed.

P
'indeed I have economy but f r W- si IndiAnyone 

for W ine?
“This should create more jobt t By Gay McIntosh noticed, until Joe, intuitivlv sens- 

Joe Macdonald ,.i 23 year-old ing disaster would call forIn 1961 this girl was re- said “But only time will tell.”
The opportunities for summer native Haligoni.m i t. been goim ond sober look.

to Dalhousie ev* r since he can re-
When ask" i about 

that
iduate

return lo theiCouncil was presented with 
a second report on a recent 
Seminar on the West Indies, nun da o is “v 
by Edward Batussingh.

Joe plans to do post graduate 
work at Harvard.

Delegates attended from many 
nations, including Cuba and 

“Mv plans for the future are Russia, although American and 
no longer vague after articling for Canadian students formed the 
a law firm last summer.”

Joe is now a third-member, 
year law student.

What is Joe doing this year? 
(1) A member at large on the 
Student Council.

.

Food Inquiry liberal estimate mi; i i b-
cent returning t . id.; i

The conference held Oct. 8 much less ih o ! -r i is 
in Montreal, chiefly dealt 
with the youth of the West In- other West Indh.n < ; nl e 
dies - where had they come there is no ■ r 
from, and where were they going, o r infiltra ti. n b 

Edward reported that the chief groups - “on • ag n

majority. Numerous figures she 
When asked how he can manage said, gave talks - - “people who 

(2; Chairman of the Standing to hold down all these jobs, come had recently spent time in the 
Committee on the constitution, fourth in his class, and still re- respective areas, and really 
(3) I resident Shaw’s unoificial main sane, Joe says simply - I seemed to know the problems 
assistant. work best under pressure.
(.4) Unofficially Office Manager 
ol the student Union Office.

*•

Food services "improving” 

Gavsie reports to Council

Cuba has no influence on
1

there.”
matter

problems facing the region today ol education,’ 1 !• 1
Although the views were from 

“strongly p r o-America” 
to “violent ant i-American,” 
Miss Kemp reported that the 
general concensus, including the 
opinion of most Americans pre
sent was that the Vietnamese 
wanted to be a national state, 
not Americanized nor Commun-

.
Because says he “I am a 

'so g!' sorb’g fa”, 
to everybody.

Something else of importance $ 
is that Joe is secretary of the j 
Domes Legis Society - a newly j 
created law house organization. | 

Pragmatic Joe also looks | 
the part. He wears a sharp bow j 
tie, untailored suit and a docile fj

Hr-

Bissel favours 
free tuition

The committee, which has been Robbie Shaw, the work of many“We feel that there has been a 
continuing improvement in Dal’s in operation for several months, months was thus compiled into
food services,” Herschel Gav- presented its report to Council one booklet. The Chairman, as-
sie, Chairman of the Food In- last week. Termed “an excellent sisted by Liz Campbell and Pe-
quirv Committee told Council, report” by Council President ter Crawford, are working "to

ward all multi-choice meals.”

&

ist.
One of the greatest fears of 

the South Vietnamese today is 
the loss of their native culture.” 
From what we saw and heard 
we felt that “Anti-Americanism 
is definitely on the increase in 
South Vietnam.” Dislike of the 
American presence is forcing 
many of the people to take the 
Chinese side,” Miss Kemp said.

Papers were presented o n

expression.
How Joe got into this racket ’f w 

as lie calls it. is another story. U 
Two years ago. on the day m 

Kennedy had just been shot the 
D.G.D.S, was left with no execu
tive.
was in control of the organiza
tion.

Surveys were made from in
formation compiled from 15 top 
Canadian Universities. Dal’s food 
situation fares comparatively 
well with all oi these. Guvsie re
ported.

Prof. Sellers TORONTO (CUP) - - Univer- If the money were made avail- 
sity of Toronto President Claude abl , h> sui “
Bissell indicated Nov. 10 that he sound r 
would favor the elimination of tion o: fees. • "tiM

al

Traces history of 
philosophy in talk

In
tuition fees if government and is ; wen, th- uni 
private donors would guarantee tain ices, ile • -ki;.
compensation for the universi- in i as- ! suv • ; - ;

ate them as économe • ) n- r> ” 
Dr. Bissell was addressing a. 

meeting sponsored by u- of T 
School of Graduate Slu i s and 
the Ontario Coll- ge o! : iu- a tion. 

Although his remarks w- v at 
variance witi
lions o f the Bladen commis- 
sion’s report, he state-i;

“The real queslion, wait h tlie 
Bladen Commission recognizes, 
is to make sure that there is 
adequate stu-lent ai i to insure 
the full accessibility that is re-;, 
ognized as a basic print 

“In this province we I 
primary obligation to r-. duc-: the 
disproportionate emphasis that 
has been placed upon student 
loan money as a result of the 
sudden and unplanned • varia
bility ot such r- sour- s ih -u. h 
the Canada Student oan : und.”

Referring to student involve, 
ment in the issue, he commented:

“The question of Ir e tuition 
has been elevated into great 
symbolic battle between student: 
and administrators

Joe the only man left.
■ t§The Committee made several 

recommendations to the Vniver- ties.
It must have been fate, but _ 

anyhow, -Here we are ” said 
Joe.

sity residence kitchens, all of 
which are “fair, and with ob- 

s bowed no dis- vious advantages.” Posting of 
advance menus and substitution of

Council in brief
By BLAYNE RANKF.Y pressive phrases;

GAZETTE STAFF tain for any side of common lang-
an extremely satisfying pub- uage. On the other, the language certain unpopular foods was re

lic lecture was delivered bv Prof oi the philosophers was put in commended. The committee also 
Wilfred Sellers ol the department metaphoric and visual form. Dia- feels that “hot meals should be q p ilos ih o the ^University grams were used at every stage prepared as the meal hour pro
of Pittsburgh The lecture was of the talk and precisely but in- presses.” Hersch told Council, 
sponsored bv the philosophy de- telligibly summed up the relevant 
part ment of this university and doctrine oi those discussed.

The lecture in general although 
historical was also critical. The 
value of the opinions of those dis
cussed was clearly shown through 
the delivery itself. Moreover in

For many years Joe was an 
active member oi the campus 
Progressive Consertive club. In 
1962-63 academic year he was 
President of the organization. Un
furl unatlv that was the only year 
in the last live or six when the

U.S. freshmen won’t be recommend
t

admitted here in ’66
1 “However, our chief recom- Tories lost the model Parliment 

inondation — and this is the po- election. However neutral obser- 
licy at numerous universities vers testify that the outcome was 
across Canada is for a multi- largely a result of anti- Diefen- 
choice meal. It is very hard to baker sentiment rather than a 
please hundreds of students to fault in the awesome Conserva- 
be led at mealtime in the rest- tive campus machine.

Last year, while President of

By BILL KERR 
Gazette Staff

In other business council: drives below the border.
- learned that Ian Henderson, “Coach Rutigliano is deeply 

No American high school grad- head ol the Dal C. USO committee worried about our future fuot —
uates will be admitted to Dalhou- had resigned because of a rift ball picture in the light oi these
sie starting next year, Council between himself and the education requirements”. The Student Un- 
President Robbie Shaw announced department faculty; ion president emphasized that the
to council, last week. — were warned that the night only way to help alleviate this

prns Toe attended almost everv t- v he TX regulation requires operations of the Canteen will be situation was a vote for a much 
.. . LCDS Jot uttendtd almost eveiy U.S, students to have completed dropped unless business picks larger travelling budget for the

allow students a variety other- Council meeting and proved to be first year at an American uni- up; fooLu co,ch C()ul, ,le
W,sc denied them in the present » great help during the reran. 1 was told that a new Law yetop into quUe a serious "hing

ut.onal debate. Often at three or bhaw said the announcement House has been established on sti„ttons must -v found nifour m -he morning, as the de- has members ol the Athletic De- Seymour St. and is expected “to help CcScHàl nthleüvs
bate dragged on, i detective... partaient worried how it will at- be a great sce!le of Lciai life general particutorlv toSbnU
clause would almost slip by un- iect lut ure football recruiting jn months to come.” g ’ 1 •

< rightly so as being a genuine ex
pression of the critical and 
sophisticated technique of Eng
lish philosophy.

Prof. Sellers has recently Iec-
tured at Yale and Princeton and is the question period which follow- dences but this committee re
going to speak at Oxford. ed it became clear that it was im- commends that this choice will

Prof. Sellers chose a topic from possible to state the doctrines m
any other form than as dogma orthe history of philosophy and trac

ed its development. The subject as mere facts about certain per- 
“Ideas” He took the theory sons thinking and they must re

main obscure for common sense.

system.”
was
of ideas as developed in Plato 
and showed what happened to it in 
Descrates. Locke, and Berkeley. 
Following the temporal order 
the theory’s development he en
deavored to show how one posi
tion necessitated another.

The most remarkable feature 
of the lecture was Prof. Seller’s 
delivery. On the one hand con
siderable acting ability was

* Shaw emphasized.

The New Morality
LibraryBirth control main issue on troubled campus

Bv FRASER SUTHERLAND

A
shown.

The audience’s interest was 
maintained by the lecturer’s con
stant activity and liveliness. His 
speech was characterized by the 
use of many down to earth ex

it

revises
hours

Z^OOD <SRtEF \

f <£HARU6 0ROU3M
Gazette StaffPROVIDENCE, R. I. (UPI) - Brown University’s health service 

has prescribed birth control pills for unmarried coeds, the Ivy 
League School’s student newspaper reported today.

The Brown Daily Herald said Dr. Roswell D. Johnson, director 
of the health service, confirmed that contraceptive pills were given 
to some coeds over 21 at Pembroke College, Brown’s exclusive 
undergraduate women’s college. He said the number of girls re
ceiving the pills was “very, very, very small”.

Dr. Johnson said the health service provides “other types of 
birth control information if someone asks,” the Daily Herald 
said.

Tiie issue ol student morality is the hottest topic on today’s 
“troubled campus”. The so-called "New Morality covers a wide 
range ol subjects but this article will deal only with one: birth 
control.t Re-emplo)

campus
police

Start mv tins w 
Dal library will iol!- 
schedule.

Today contraceptives are available everywhere: from drug
stores, to gara es. to mail order houses. But the most controver
sial is pills. Tin widespread use of these by married and non- 
married co-eds, ives rise to many questions.

Will the tin com • when the pill will become so commonplace 
that their use will lie no more unusual than gulping a few aspirin for 
a headache? Will 'Bett, co-ed’ swallow them with her breakfast 
orange juice or bedtime coffee? And here at Dal, should the student 
Health Service prescribe them on student request?

This is a •'NOW” kind of question. In seeking some kind of an 
answer a poll was conducted with all the Dal university chaplains 
plus Dr. Paul Cudmoie. Professor Rodney Stokoe, and Perry F. 
Rockwoud. Because the question has so many sides, an emphasis 
was put on moral or ethical aspect.

Rev. Don dd Triveti, Anglican Chaplain, said regarding distri
bution ot the pill, -I'm not sure that I would advocate it”. He 
said sexual laxity need not increase necessarily if the pills were 
given out. He remarked that there was a great deal more to the 
moral it v than mere changed attitude toward birth control.

Rev. D.A Conrad, Lutheran chaplain, mentioned that the pro
posed givim -out of birth control pills by the Dal Health Service 
might be justilied for practical reasons but added that he had not 
been asked i lie morality ol using this type of contraceptive.

Perry I , Rockwoud, controversial radio evangelist, refused 10
... ........ —Please turn to page 12—____________________

7 new>
Oil Saturday it will 

be open between 10 i.m. nd 
N:i.da\ " : a ft a at

The student newspaper said Dr. Johnson reported prescribing 
the birth control pills to women students by his own “private 
orientation” - not as a matter of university policy.

He said they were not doled out indiscriminately.
“We want to know why they want to use the pills,” lie said. 

•1 want to feel I’m contributing to a solid relationship and not con
tributing to unmitigated promiscuity.”

Miss Rosemary Pierrel, Dean of Pembroke, declined comment 
on the report.

“This is a medical matter. 1 think Dr. Johnson is the one to 
speak on these matters,” she said.

Dr. Johnson said he was first asked for a prescription for the 
contraceptive pills last year.

The university’s acting chaplain, the Rev. Julius S. Scott, Jr. 
said he felt the health service’s action “patently documents the 
moral ambiguity of the comtemporary university campus, the 
collapse of tight ethical systems. . .and the necessity for tough- 
minded conversation about the nature of moral life in our times.” 
Reaction among student leaders was mixed. Miss Carol R. Dan- 
nenberg, class of 1966, president of the Pembroke Student body, 
declined comment. Peter P. Broderick, class of 1966, president 
of the Brown student body, called the news “curious and surpris-

6 p.in.
2 p.m. and close at 1*1

,1

* The move was made ifter ;

was forwarded to tlv Vdniinist* 
ation.

1m
> In response to a request from 

the Dalhousie Students Council, 
the University Administration 
announced this weekend that Se
curity Police had again been em
ployed to patrol the campus. A 
bid from Pinkertons Security Po
lice, for $4,500.00 for a six- 
month period lias been accept
ed. It is expected that the new 
Campus Police Force will ar
rive on Campus shortly. Their 
duties will commence at 5:00 
p.m. each evening.

7 The motion w ,s < 
brought to Cou: ai 
Gavsie, one 
representatives, u i 
iving enthusiastic v n 
from the rest of th- 
was acted upon 
the Council Executive.

Reaction from the campus 1 s 
been almost unanimously favour
able, although there hav been 
hints of dissension from cert iin 
elements in tl ln-shm class.

r iginall y 
v Herschie 
three Arts 
after rece- 
o r s a t i o n

/i
>f theil

: juncil. itnew t bvhaste

«4L*
ing.”

The Brown student newspaper hailed the action in an editorial as 
“intelligent and enlightened” and called Dr. Johnson “practical 
and far sighted.” - UUi;

u.

i -
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if Grant’s Lament fora Nation:

H.H.Feb.3-6Canada dominated by neighbour 
to the south; how do we feel?it anotheri rott replied, “Emotionally I am 

Once upon a time Canada had for Canada being free but there 
a Golden Age of selfhood. Today are practical limitations. If Ca- 
we are dominated economically, nada were to become self-gov- 
politically and culturally by the erning tomorrow it would fall to 
United States. And it’s too late pieces. But the question is not 
to do anything about it.

This is the thesis which Prof, solution involves political and 
George Grant, former head of economic changes occurring sim- 
the Dalhousie Philosophy Depart- ultaneously in Canada and the Uni
ment, makes in his recent book, ted States.”
Lament for a Nation. Thurrott said he would bewill-

How do Canadian students feel ing to make personal sacrifices 
about this? Do they resent Ameri- for the cause of Canadian Nation- 
can ownership of Canadian indus- alism. “In the long run it means 
try? Or are they grateful for it? a higher standard of living.” 
Will our students take part in the He disapproves of those Cana- 
“brain drain” and seek higher dians who seek fame and/or 
paying jobs in the U.S. after grad- wealth in the U.S. because “It is 
uation? Do they feel there is any the job of Canadians to stay home, 
^solution to the problem, if indeed, The whole feeling of nationalism 
there is a problem ? depends on national pride, which

In order to answer these ques- in turn depends on talent remain- 
tions, the Gazette has conducted ing at home.” 
a survey and presents here the
opinions of five Dalhousie stu- ANNE CAMERON, ARTS I 
dents.

By POBIN ENDRES R lonly national, as Grant says. The A

I
I

smoker9
r

,

m
N

DON RUSSELL ANNE CAMERON CHRIS THURROTT
“I don’t think the U.S. has tak

en us over. I mean, I don’t really we would get that way too.”
CHRIS THURROTT, ARTS III feel it. I am very loyal to Canada,

Thurrott, the only student in- ancFcertainly wouldn’t want Cana- JAMIE RICHARDSON LAW III would be all right for college nada which supported Canadian 
terviewed who has read the book, da to unite with the States. The Richardson is definitely against grads to go to the States, but I nationalism,
said, “Grant’s book has no bear- thing is, in order to make a lot Professor Grant’s theories and think it would be a good thing “I’m not a Fascist or anything,
ing on reality whatsoever. He of money, you have to go to the in favour of American domina- for some of our talent to stay I would agree to and support a 
looks backwards, not forwards — U.S. I feel myself very Canadian, tion of Canada. “American inter- here. Americans have greater plan in which the government sol - 
he just gives up. The course of but everyone seems to be out for vention is a good thing; progress opportunity, and I would get a job icits Canadian dollars for invest- 
events in the next 10 to 20 years money these days.” starts in the States and they’re there if the only different factor ment in Canadian industries. This
won’t justify his despair.” He Miss Cameron was asked if she far ahead of us. I think we’re were money. I guess I don’t real- would seem to be a more practi- 
feels that the Canadian public is would give preference to a job in bloody fortunate to be able to ly have a strong Canadian nation- cal solution.” 
not ready at this time to make the U.S. if it offered more money get in on the ground floor.” Ask- al feeling.”
personal sacrifices necessary to than a similar job in Canada, ed if he thought this represented
build up the economy without “I would like to work in Cana- the general viewpoint, Richard- DON RUSSELL COMMERCE IV were an advantage in the long 
American aid, but that “event- da for a while. I prefer the Cana- son said that there would be many Russell resents American in- run, but I don’t think isolation 
ually moral force, public opinion dian people to the Americans but nationalists in Canada who would ter vention in Canada and feels it is an advantage. Canadians should 
or world pressure will make them eventually I would probably go disagree with him. But that “Ca- is partially caused by the fact exploit our potential but we should 
realize the need for Canadian na- there like everyone else does. But nadian nationalism is a good that Canadians have strong re- not become isolated. I resent na
tionalism.”

Asked if he were in favour of as distinguished as the U.S. May- Richardson feels that the tion in name only,” RusseU said, it because we haven’t got anything 
Canada without America, Thur- be if people stayed around home “brain drain” is “inevitable,” But Russell wouldn’t commit him- to take its place right now.”

because “almost everyone fol
lows the money and where the 
money is everyone goes. No sense 
in looking a gift horse in the 
mouth.”

Regarding his plans for grad
uation, Richardson said “Other 
factors being equal I would go to 
the U.S. if they offered me more 
money.”

U.S. Miss Parsons replied, self as to whether he would sup- 
“from a practical viewpoint it port a political movement in Ca- $1000

I Russell would be willing to 
make personal sacrifices “if itV

<
Ijt **2 IFi

■m.

Canada doesn’t seem to be half cause”. gional feelings. “We are a na- tervention but we can’t do without wlift[j 5
‘ m
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5J Crossroads Africa, Mondaym mgisafÉife\ |g;*ee
Ever thought about spending going is to hear another’s exper- 

your summer doing something iences. You may want to apply 
“I haven’t given it an awful really worthwhile? Ever been yourself.

I lot of thought. Canada is fairly struck by the need for better
American — not much different understanding between people of of the official Operation Cross- 

I in cultures except for the French different countries? Ever wanted roads Africa film on Monday night 
element in Canada. We’re sort to know more about Africa?

I of resigned to the fact that it is
rather Americanized. Americans about a country and its people 
certainly dominate entertainment than by the kind of first-hand ex- of actual Crossroads work pro- 
-wise. In my own home we pe- perience 325 students have every jects, and shows the kind of hard 
fer American programs to the summer with Operation Cross- work, friendship, new experience 

i CBC. In fashions, too — there is roads Africa. Former Cross- and goodwill that are part of
readers will all affirm that Af- Crossroads.

Asked about the question of rica is well worth knowing.
Canadian University graduates 
seeking higher paying jobs in the

1■
MIDGE PARSONS ARTS III

« & m iiiiiiii
There will be a single showing '1

It. ^■■1
Mr. Leonard Mackenzie (right), 6035 South Street, Halifax, N.S., receives 
$1000 Peter Jackson Cash Award from Peter Jackson representative Mr. 
T. G. Murray. Certificates worth $1000 are inserted into a number of Peter 
Jackson packages. Buy a package today — you too can win !

in Room 117, Dunn Building, at
There is no better way to learn 8:15.

The film was taken on the site

■
*

KING SIZEno real Canadian fashion.”
Application forms will be avail- 

The next best thing to actually able for interested students. Peter Jackson...for people with a positive taste !
JAMIE RICHARDSON MIDGE PARSONS

§
I
?

mzj

ji m“Junior year abroad and graduate studies
at Sorbonne: total cost entire school 
year $1,235. Includes round trip flight 
New York - Paris Departing Sept., 66 
returns June, 67. Share lovely apart
ment, 2 meals daily plus all university 
fees. Offer limited. Write M. McIntosh, 
Blaklocksvagen 20, Lidingo - Stockholm, 
Sweden.”
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SKIRTS,

SLIMS
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i High on our fall 

fashion list, we re sure 
this handsome ensemble 

will find a place in 
your Kitten collection!

1 I «1111I ii1 I
■Wi I i

JI PULLOVER—100% 4i;:
I I1 English Botany wool, 

with full-fashioned
\

II
1

raglan shoulders— 
heavy ribbed turtle-neck, 
long sleeves, moth-proof, 

shrink-treated, in new 
exciting fall shades.

MATCHING SLIMS
—100% pure wool 

worsted slims, woven 
from 100% superfine 

English Botany wool— 
dry-cleanable and 

d yed-to-per feet ly-ma tell 
all Kitten Botany 

wool sweaters, 
x At all fine shops
— \ everywhere.

I
IDon’t 

miss
m IS..1 :i .

Ii:
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-Moftdcuj

1 Nickel stainless steel isn’t chickenI\

/ i vJt will stand up to anything. Stains, rust and 
corrosion have no chance against nickel stain
less steel. That’s why beautiful modern flat-

ware, and many other fine household prod
ucts, are made of nickel stainless steel. And 
in all of them, nickel's contribution is quality.

8ft is
I

it ia not a genuine KITTEN. THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITEDWithout this label

53 YONCE STREET. TORONTO
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V7 PRAGUE-BASED UNION FLIRTS dent forum, parallel to the United 
WITH CANADIAN STUDENTS Nations, they must not be mem- 
By Canadian University Press bers of either rival.
The International Union of Stu- Only a plan from Doug Ward, 

dents with its headquarters in CUS president-elect, that the 
Prague seems an unlikely body union retain full membership in 
to interest Canadian students; the ISC for one year to give 
but recently the organization has the organization a chance to re- 
been stepping up its relations form, caused the scheme to be 
with the Canadian Union of Stu- defeated.
dents, as well as with the Union Since then the congress of the 
Generale des Etudiants du Que- Quebec student union, UGEQ, has

voted to seek parallel status in 
The IUS was founded in 1946 the two international bodies. What 

and originally included student status the Quebec unionwill apply 
unions from Western countries for will depend on negotiations 
as well as those of eastern between UGEQ, the ISC and the 
Europe.

But following the Communist
takeover of Czechoslovakia in ments, the IUS secretariat in 
1948, the body fell increasing- Prague has begun to show greater 
ly under the dominance of Soviet interest in Canada.

Jose Venigas, a Cuban vice- 
This became very clear when president of the IUS and Francis- 

the Yugoslavian union of students co Dorticos, vice-president of the 
was expelled from the IUS as a Cuban student federation flew 
result of Tito’s rift with Stalin, from Prague to Quebec City to 
Such developments led Western attend the UGEQ congress, 
unions to withdraw from the or-

Editorials printed in the Dalhousie Gazette express the individual opinions of staff writers, or the 
Editors. This must be noted in all reprints.
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DAVID DAY........................................
CHRISTOPHER CORNISH................
TIM FOLEY........................................
PIERS GRAY................................. ..
BOB TUCKER............................... .

— JACK YABLON..................................
The term is ended. Thanks be to God.
Thanks also to the staff. Especially Dave Day who puts the mess together; Tim Foley who has 

iembled a marvellous news staff; Linda Gillingwater who writes half the paper and types the other Si* 
f; and Jack Yablon who makes the money the rest of us spend.

Other stalwarts include Piers Gray, who got his copy in on time this week, hurray; Chris Cornish •—
3 Sh<?vLat thu Regiona1’ Bob Brown, who’s Photography dept, is great when they’re not mad at us; 
icy White who is the best writer; Fraser Sutherland who understood Sexus; Bob Tucker the least 
ipermental editor who also is extremely competent; Marion Raycheba who is now getting real letters- 
; Shannon, Cathy MacKenzie, Bill Kerr, Robin Entires, Richard J. Needham, Janet Gardiner Arlene 
rchant, Jim Laxer, Patrick MacFadden, Gay McIntosh, Nancy Murphy, Janet Guildford Ed Pottie 

|ncia Mowat my understanding Profs, Wilf Day, Mark De Wolf, Mike Smith, Duncan MacPherson’ 
i Curry the Globe and Mail and a special thanks to those I have left out, many purposely so I would
JJA UlCvlcUf

Study hard and maybe some of us will be back after Christmas.

.Associate Editor 
. .Managing Editor
...........News Editor
. . Feature Editor

...........Sport Editor

.Business Manager

t
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X v.Z In the midst of these develop-
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bloc countries.“Complete independence, at last . . .”

National Student Day 
Didn’t Raise Real Questions

i

The two Cubans then paid a 
one day visit to the CUS secre-ganization.

Most recently even the Chinese, tariat in Ottawa, 
as a result of the Sino-Soviet 
split have troubles in such gath- view that the IUS now has 78 
erings.

In 1950 the International Student organization sponsors such pro-low to Cheat Mr. Venigas said in an inter

members unions and that theBy KENNETH DRUSHKA
FOR CANADIAN UNIVERSITY on student salaries. The final account of the possibility that...

PRESS plenary on Friday opened in an vastly increased provision may Conference was established by jects as regional seminars in
National Student Day is over; electric atmosphere with every- be made for financial aid to stu- Western European and North various parts of the world. Topics

the Bladen Report has been re- one wondering whether the issue dents.” In other words, Shef- American student unions. of the seminars range from peace
ceived; and Canada’s university would be brought into the open, field’s projections were based Since that time the two bodies, and disarmament to imperialism 
presidents managed to avoid the When the student aid résolu* on a maintenance of the status with their respective Moscow and and anti-colonialism, 
whole question of student aid by tion came up Dr. Corry rose to quo and Bladen, in accepting the Washington lines, have battled for
establishing a committee to study speak and there was an audible projections as a goal, accepted supremacy in the student world,
the problem. gasp when the delegates real- the status quo as his goal. The central goal of each union

Any attempt to find meaning ized what he was saying. He ad- This recommendation be- has been the adherence of students umons and irom the profits of
in the events of the past month mitted that he had delivered a comes understandable when one of the developing countries. bazaars held in the union s coun-

Meanwhile, both the ISC and the tnes*

Legally <

Mr. Venigas said the IUS re
ceives its funds from its member

This editorial is written as an invaluable usually very vain about thpir nwn relatlng t0 the financing of high- series of platitudes two days examines some of the assump-ndbook for all arts students (scienrp chi V n Qb0Ut th®ir own thoughts er education is frustrated by the previous when he spoke to the tions concerning the nature of IUS claim to stand for world
ntc npprin't a • ,.Ce.Stl!~ therefore 11 is always a good idea to find out lack of underlying principles marchers and said he had been education - - usually implicit student unity and publicly they ever’ estimate that the enormous

s needn t read further) and is particularly your prof’s pet theory and work it into your which motivated the various terrified that he would have to * - upon which the report is each favor the creation of a single cost of running the Prague secre-
nely now that Christmas exams and tests first question. This will create an excellent gr0UPs involved. answer their questions because based. international organization. gIi.anîS
e almost upon US. . Across the country on Oct. 27 he would have been forced to In one Place the Gordon Com- But somehow everytime either to bring hundreds of students to

mp ession and from there on in the paper students responded - - or failed deliver the AUCC line mission on Canada’s Economic body suggests a broader forum, rL's congresses must be shoulder-mmm
d was unable to publish the work. However should nut in on nnnpnmnr-o nt -T* ! Y° sion issued a report that said> in that the whole matter of student waY of life . . .” Later the U.S. ways maintained observer status mg he .u"10n f fc“
î fearless, hardworking Gazette staff of ° CP“V" an appearance at most of your effect leave things the way they aid be referred to a committee National Defence Education Act in the IUS while being a full evolvement m Thp 
C ...Lii *• 1 . ■ I classes, you needn’t learn anything but you are. f0r further «tnriv ThP is invoked- “The Congress here- member of the ISC. involvement in the various na-

,s, stumbled alLTL pTe^o Z ZdTd ZT, tirTue^ ly"" “ “E %£ a ÏÏS3ÏÏ
resurrect it to the greater glory of the three hour session of sheer boredom but sity of British Columbia. In early university presidents avoided the the fullest development of the favored dropping to observer ‘„iidarf*i?Sw?£! ???” ‘da^s 

Went union. carefu| attp„tinn In Jv • ? ?, U October the student council re- necessity of confronting an issue mental resources and technical status in the ISC while main- s°lldanty with the students of
careful attention to the mam points will guar- jected a p]an of a special com. head.on yand reSolving it oSnly skills of its young men and worn- taining observer participation in countries such as Vietnam,
antee a pass on the final no matter how much mittee to stage a march of con- and honestly. en.” To which the Commission the IUS.
other work you might happen to do during the cern to the Bayshore Inn where 
year.

Most western observers, how-

, , Asked about relations with the
In attempting to evaluate the adds: “Canadians identify them- These delegates argued that isc Mr. Venigas said the IUS 

the AUCC was to meet. Immedi- recent and present situation it selves with these aims and share both ISC and IUS were instruments continuously hopes that a broader
ately an ad hoc committee - - the is valuable to begin with a look them enthusiastically.” of the cold war politics of Wash- framework for international stu

ff you plan your time properly and make March of Concern Committee at the Bladen Report, for it con- For some reason the com- ington and Moscow and that if dent co-operation can be worked 
st alwavs have hpfnre him ic tn nhtnin thp sut-P vnu «..Krhneo ranging from communist to con- tains, in one neat package, many mission neglected to quote the Canadian students wished to work 0ut. He is not ootimistic thnue-hIt Zl liK ! ^ . Sure you purchase or borrow the necessary servative in political affiliation of the assumptions and views Dominion Bureau of Statistics for a broader international stu- tMt this wiH come about’ ’
liest mark possible of the least amount of materials in plenty of time, you should be - - was formed. The MCC forced basic to the problems of edu- figures which show that in 1961 ^————— 
rk. This is the first law of college studies able to write a third division, or even a the council to hold a referendum cational financing. -62 about 60 per cent of Canada’s flict with an increasingly aroused
I it is a wise freshman who learns it off by second division paper (depending on your on the Pr°P°sed march, which The report was labelled students came from the 21.8 per and aware student community,
irt. It is those with the best marks who land natural writing ability) on two or three days was suPP°rted by two-thirds of “status quo” by CUS, which is a cent of families with incomes of Few appeared to understand the

best jobs, get into the best graduate work at the end of the year Some practition- ^udents "I” ™‘ed; ac™rate. ^thouSh not pen- $5,000 or more a year, so, while basic questions the function and
tonic rrtnKKw ^ u y u ool/ie pracmion On Oct. 27 more than 3,000 etrating observation. The inter- education is qualitatively geared purpose of education or be nre-
lOOls, marry the best people etc. etc. Marks ers of the method have been known to pass students marched two miles nai logic of the commission’s toward the maintenance of estab- pared to re-examine these

the standard by which we are judged, alter only one day of study. Remember keep through the rain and confronted arguments on fees and student lished institutions, it is quanti-
your wits about you, discard any pretentions to the ^UCC in the person of its financing reveals some of the tatively restricted to those econ- Similarly, CUS neglected to

Now the second law of colleae studv fol- thought, and impress the hell out of them, president Dr. J. A. Corry. The reports weaknesses. Bladen omically established families raise these fundamental ques-secona jow 0T college study TOI latter made a few innocuous re- bases his financial projections who can afford to finance their tions and fell into the tran of
vs directly from the first. Marks are sub- marks about believing in the on the Sheffield figures and urges children in university. trying to justify its policy of
:tively determined by professors who the Other first year courses are even easier, ideals expressed by the students, that these projected enrollments The delegates to the AUCC abolition of tuition fees with an 
ident must endeavor to impress. Professors In Philosophy I there are only a few items wh<? responded by asking when be taken as desired goals. He meeting were also concerned economic argument spiced with
e most usually impressed by facts and ideas, which you will find necessary to learn. If, action would be taken. A small argues against eliminating tui- the quantity-quality prob- well-intentioned
ese, however, are not always easy to come like most Arts students, you are not mathe- dtSre ^‘the sfudeTts^00 tlon ,ees or vastly Increasing stu- 1™. but for different reasons
and often require a great deal of work, matically inclined, you will find the symbolic

The ancient editor begins:
* * *

The object that every university student

tended to treat the fees question 
as a mechanical device for equal- 
izing opportunity and began to 
talk about existing educational 
institutions being establishment 
oriented and urging that this be 
changed, beginning with a re
form of student financing.

As the situation stands now 
the delegates to the AUCC have 
returned to their respective uni
versities confident that the whole 
sticky question will be handled 
by the student aid committee; 
CUS appears to be in the pro- 
c e s s of re-evaluating its strat- 
egy. What the vaguely defined 
committee will do is anyone’s 
guess, but those with any 
knowledge of how committee’s 
operate will place little faith in 
its final results.

And the question still remains: 
What is the function of higher 
education in a democratic Cana, 
dian society?

ques
tions.

state ments 
about social justice and equal-

because it would add manV °» them developed a con- ization of opportunity
, . , . , , . , . , ..... , , During the next two days it too much to the bill, which might cern for student aid that threat- But this argument left the com.

erefore the third law must be brought into '°gic fairly difficult. Don t worry about it. became evident to observers that have the consequence of creating ened the usual surface unanimity mission and the AUCC open to 
iy: select carefully your facts and ideas. Just ignore the whole issue since you are not 3 split was developing within the a reaction that in the end would of the organization. Judging by arguments which “agreed with

required to do the logic questions on the final A ucc over the issue of student mean not enough money would be the remarks made during the the ideals” but insisted on “being
XjU.t. . . . , , ,. . examination. Instead vou should ao to old fl"ancing- The student aid com- provided - - an “ask for less and meeting, some delegates develop, practical and realistic” CUS
With these laws in mind the discerning . ; you snuuia go 10 oia mission was unable to reach you’ll get what vou want” ration ed a genuine concern for the wa^ nnabiP tn «««.ri?ident should be able to pass any course examination papers and find the recurring Sgreement as views ranged from ale. E w,lat *ou want ratl™- financial situation of students' ^aualttv challenge 9 

ke for example that old bugbear English 2. questions (the difference between The Good those expressed by persons who But examination of the shef- But others appeared to be moved However a significant move
and God in the Republic is an old standard) and wanted to retain fee levels to field report reveals the following more by fear of the UBC march- was made by Good in some
study them. If you really want a good mark °ne proposal for a resolution statement: “We have taken no ers and a desire to avoid con- speeches in Vancouver when he
find someone in Philosophy 10, the course 
on existentialism, and borrow notes for a 

* night. Concentrate on the differences between 
the Apollonian and the Dionysian societies and 
whenever you get a chance drop an apt quote 
into one of your answers. This technique is 
bound to convince your professor that you 
have read widely in Philosophy.

dent aid 4

First, do not read the books. Reading 
îm will take up too much of your time and 
addition will only serve to confuse you, 

le best idea is to obtain a condensation of 
3 plot. Sometimes these are professionally 
inted though your usual source will probably 
a keen freshette who copies down every 

»rd the professor says.

IXXXI; Student Arm of 
State Department

USNSA: TOP-DOG STUDENT 
UNION OF WESTERN WORLD 
By Canadian University Press 
The United States National Stu

dent Association is top-dog among 
with an attempt to work out how each play re- the student unions of the Western 
solves itself (when in doubt ask the Prof for world, 
clues) will yield large dividends.

up $20,000 to furnish the new 
Washington offices.

NS A works closely with the 
State Department, says Mr. Sher
burne, to contact foreign student 
leaders and bring them for tours 
of the U.S.

He explains that it is often eas
ier for his association to establish 
relations with foreign students 
than for the local U.S. embassy.

NS A, since its foundation, has 
emphasized international affairs 
almost to the exclusion of every
thing else. Each year the organi
zation holds an International Stu
dent Relations Seminar that 
brings together student leaders 
from all parts of the U.S. for a 
nine week cram course on the 
world student scene.

The main external forum for 
NSA is the International Student 
Conference. The ISC, with its 
headquarters in Leiden, Holland, 
receives most of its funds from 
the Foundation for Youth and Stu
dent Affairs of New York, also a 
supporter of NSA.

NSA has always dominated the 
ISC since its foundation in 1950, 
both through its own resources, 
which are enormous relative to 
those of other national unions of 
students, and through its influence 
with American foundations.

The ISC, of which the Canadian 
Union of Students is a member, 
struggles for supremacy against 
its rival, the East European dom
inated International Union of Stu
dents.

The ISC and the IUS with their 
respective Washington and Mos- 
cos lines seek to gain the adher
ence of student unions in the de
veloping world.

In recent years NSA has moved

to make its leading role in tne 
ISC more overt.

When NSA was campaigning last 
summer to have its past presi
dent Ed Garvey elected secretary 
-general of the ISC, a conflict 
arose with the CUS representative 
in the United States.

Bob Rabinovitch, a graduate of 
McGill University and a post
graduate student in Philadelphia, 
doubled as CUS ambassador to 
NSA last year.

As the guest of NSA at a dinner 
with two representatives of New 
Zealand’s student union, Mr. Rab
inovitch was asked which candi
date CUS supported for ISC sec
retary-general.

When he replied that the Cana
dian union favored Mr. Garvey’s 
opponent from India, his hosts 
considered this a direct rebuff.

Mr. Rabinovitch learned later 
that his action had earned him the 
label “childishly anti-American” 
in the U.S. student world.

Now persona non grata in Wash
ington student circles, Mr. Rab
inovitch explains the incident as 
follows:

“I think NSA acted out of shock 
and anger that the ‘Canadian lack
eys’ talked out of turn, and when 
they did talk they chose not to 
support the big brother’s line.”

To no one’s surprise, Mr. Gar
vey was successful in his bid for 
the top ISC post. Past executives 
of NSA also enjoy several other 
positions in the higher echelons 
of the ISC, including the editor
ship of the international body’s 
magazine The Student.

Partially as a result of such 
developments, many delegates to 
the recent CUS congress were 
concerned that American control

English professors are particularly sus- 
>tible to applications of the Third Law. Most 
them expect that the passing student will 
/e read all the works on the course, and 
sy all fancy that they can spot a student who 
» neglected his work from his examination 
swers. This is why you can fool them.

was insurmountable within the ISC tralian University Students main- 
and that the body could never at- tains that NSA does not relate 
tain the stature of a true inter- closely to its 
national forum.

The Canadian union was man
dated to study the viability of the P,.. , . „ L
ISC and to reconsider its mem- ftudiant® du Quebec he is now 
bership in the organization. a at Corne11 University.

While the power of NSA inter- , Most American students 
nationally is not questioned, there su.ie tbejr school is in NSA 
appears to be curiously little ef- "ot* ^°bodyJn America has 
fort made to acquaint American heard of NSA> Mr- Altman says.

The Chilean student federation
“Internationally NSA does not in an open letter also seized 

represent its schools at all,” says the claim that NSA is out of touch 
Mr. Rabinovitch, currently a CUS with American students when it 
consultant on education policy, refused an invitation to attend

He claims that last March the American union’s 
Norman Uphoff, the international last summer, 
affairs vice-president of NSA ad
dressed a seminar of the General x. » • â * , .Union of Palestinian Students, an lhf _ historical phases of United

’ States relations with Latin 
America. It maintains that Presi
dent Johnson’s intervention in the 
Dominican republic marks a re
turn to the “big stick” policy of 
earlier days.

The statement notes with satis
faction that NSA has condemned 
U.S. Dominican policy, but 
tinues:

“We doubt that the American 
student movement has a true 
awareness of these problems at 
the grassroots level.”

These same methods can be applied to 
most other courses. For example inClassics 
I a quick study of Hegalian dialectic combined

own campuses.
An observer at the recent con

gress of the Union Generale des

Its power in the American-fin
anced International Student Con
ference is comparable to that of

Once you are armed with an outline you ThQ „ ... _ . the U.S. government in NATO.

"Si”vsr:rrtr? “,r“Sri ..-tsss:»,1";:
heory about the overall structure. Try to veloping countries where student
the theme into some kind of framework politics are often of immediate

>ut contradictions if possible since most 11 has always amazed the Gazette that national significance, 
glish Professors- are confused Hegelians unlversltl« put so much faith in examinations Tnt®$13-000 a year i„ter„ation- 
you don’t know what a Hegalian ^ don’t ° method of measuring students. The Unf0If of“Students alsHitte
rry about it; all you do is find a contrast P orJey Pressyre of three hour exams isn’t known in Canada, comes face to
the plot that it resolved at the end of the !IKe Y t0 Produce any significant comments face with the external policy of
ce, attach some English jargon to it, and from those participating in the traditional the American union at many
n it into five pages.) Remember, no one rite’ and Yet like many other superstitious 

you to be very deep on an exam where ceremomes> examinations go on. 
are denied reference material.

* * * are

students with its policies.
on

congress

The Chilean statement outlines

Arab exile group with headquart
ers in Cairo.

Mr. Rabinovitch, who later read 
the speech, says Mr. Uphoff’s re
marks were “designed to im
press the hosts.”

“To the best of my knowledge 
the speech was never released to 
NSA members,” he maintains. He 
speculates that NSA feared the 
loss of several member schools 
had the speech been published.

In May, when Mr. Uphoff was 
a guest of CUS at the union’s 
Seminar of International Student NSA has lost the adherence of 
Affairs in Montreal, he told his over 50 schools in the last two 
Canadian audience in answer to years> and officially represents 
a question that copies of the just over one million of the coun
speech would not be made avail- try’s five million students, 
able.

concen
trates its energies on interna
tional affairs, raising the bulk of 

Surely there are better ways (term its annual budget of several hund- 
Of course there are other things to con- papers come immediately to mind) to test the If thousand dollars from Ameri-

rjs EEriErH
■ quotations. Go through the work at but only in formal administrative categories member schools each year, 
dom and memorize a few quotes that fit than you wouldn’t want to change the system. The association recently moved 
vith your general analysis. This will con- ' its headquarters from Philadel-
wledae ThJ^uoîgHons w'M "T* 'eXtUal Examinations °= «hey are set up now, are Pol.‘"artkk quoTes^"?""^ 
Pledge. The quotations will also serve to more or less farcical. We hope that students dent Phil Sherburne as saying
10r y°ur thematic interpretation of the will view them in this light. Don’t take them the move was made to bring the

seriously — your professors certainly don’t. organization closer to the Office
Just take your marks seriously.

partment.
The Post points out that a ben

efactor — NSA won’t say who — 
has paid the association’s rent 
for the next 15 years and has put

ects

con-
»

I

n,, . , , , Whatever the strength of the
ther international observers American union, as long as CUS

thaT^A f.op6 fh me °^rratl0n’ contlnues to invest some $13,000 
f ! Ï WOrld bat farAe" annually in the international stu- 

ly n ,k ,at lts own students, dent game, NSA will remain an 
Depnis Altman, a past execu- imnortant fantnr in tho tive of the National Union otAus- inion’s,"It'rnMpilicyl

Dne final tip. English professors are

* *
>
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Swimming, Kisses, Petrovac...
>Summer in Yugoslavia -,IH1Ü

I â*
* .4., JS.After the month of June — the 

hottest month for students, one 
single question is being raised 
in inumerable varieties: how to 
rest from tiresome June examin
ations and accumulate enough 
strength for the next academic 
year.

And, already on the 1st of July 
the armies of students occupy 
railway stations. All want to get 
away from Beograd, Zagreb,
Ljubljana and other university 
cities and centers of higher edu
cation as soon as possible. The 
actual celebration of passed ex
amination begins only when they 
enter the second class cars. The 
happiest are young men and wo
men heading for Split, Dubrov
nik, Rijeka. . .
SPLIT, THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 

CITY IN THE WORLD
The main railway line to all 

sea side resorts is Split. From 
Split — by buses, boats, hitch
hiking, and on foot — young people 
continue towards resorts where 
they will spend at least 15 days 
at reduced prices. Those who do 
not wish to continue their journey, 
will spend their holiday in Split.

The newly constructed Vacation 
Center in Split will receive them 
with great hospitality. In this 
tourist center Yugoslav and for
eign guests blend into local 
milieu. They come for a day or 
two, and usually stay for ten or 
more days.

Excellent accommodation, 
facilities, rich food, entertain
ment, beautiful terrace extending 
over the blue sea those are the 
reasons why it is so difficult to 
leave a place like Split. Is it so 
surprising to have waiter Ivo 
serve guests, singing popular something like 100 pancakes.

Thus, a couple first bringing a 
glass of water from the sea win 
30 pancakes. (The panel has the 
unpleasant duty to establish 
whether the water is really salty). 
Winners of the competition in 
fishing sea-urchins, which is done 
by bare hands, are rewarded for 
their effort with pancakes.

The most successful perform
ance in Makarska is as a rule 
borrowed from girls frolics. Once 
in the course of a shift all duties 
in the hostel, from the director to 
the officer on duty are carried out 
by girls. Towards the close of 
their “rule” a performance, 
popularly called “girls frolics” 
is held.

All preparations in the hostel 
are done in advance. Work goes 
on. . .This summer for next sum
mer. The Director of the hostel, 
also a student, has, together with 
the hostel council, to plan many 
things in advance. Film shows, 
proper nutrition, as prescribed 
by doctors, music for morning 
wakening, night races on the sea, 
recital of Jesenin’s poetry at mid
night on the sea shore, moonlight 
being an obligatory prerequiste.

Makarska is not the only gay 
spot. Entertainment goes on 
everywhere where there are 
members of the Holiday Organ
ization. If you come to the Ad
riatic coast you cannot avoid call
ing at one of 20 youth hostels. We 
remember last summer at Petro
vac, on hot Montenegro sea side.

. . .The girl had fun being chas
ed over the waves on a beach 
mattress. I would always catch 
up with her behind a rock in the 
cove and kiss her then. When at the 
end of the chase I kissed her for 
the first time, I said, without

Dalmation songs to the ac
companiment of guitars played 
by boys from Split.

Last summer over 6,500 
Yugoslav and foreign youth stay
ed in the Vacation Center during 
the three months. This year there 
will be more, because the young 
from all sides wish to come to 
Split. Recently, for example, an 
employee of the Yugoslav Con
sulate in Graz sent a group of 
young Austrians with a note: 
“Comrades, provide accommod
ation for this group. We heard 
nothing but the best about you 
and your Center.”

Give them accommodation, 
comrades 
from a swimming club making 
reservations for a group of 
sportsmen from abroad. Calls 
come in for groups of basket
ball players, foot-ball players. 
Director of a tourist agency from 
Rome writes, about the accommo
dation of young Italian workers...

STUDENTS’ MAKARSKA
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Those who decide to proceed 
further south come upon sunny 
Makarska. Students youth hostel 
“Goran-Savinja’ 
has become very popular. If it 
were ten times bigger it could 
not house all the members of 
the Vacation Union having a mem
bership of 152,000, out of which 
20,000 are students.

Frolics are held every second 
Friday, a fare-well party, — an 
event which is remembered till 
the next vacation. The best sing
ers, imitators, parodists and car
icaturists take part. The worst 
singers and the worst group of 
singers also perform. At the end, 
everybody is awarded a prize,

< < HOT S U M M E R”
thinking: sweet. She was actually er from Smelderevo. They will 
salty from sea water. I realized get to know one another, become 
that I had to be careful with what friends, fall in love with each 
I was saying. She said that she other. A young man from Beo- 
was happy as no one could see us grad will forget the work in stu- 
as we were sheltered. Nodding dents cooperative that is waiting 
and reassuring her I watched for him and will join a group of 
bushy heads of a group of boys mountaineers who are camping 
who were looking down at us from on Durmitor, at Crno Je zero 
the edge of the rock. The boys (Black Lake). Colleagues from 
were back on the following days, Novi Sad University will be 
I loved Gordana and she was happy tertained as guests in Titograd 
that no one was looking at us. . . and students from Nis will make a 

In the hostel, a young worker ten-day excursion through Slov- 
from Maribor will meet a student enia. 
from Skopje, a pupil from Zagreb
a grammer school Sarajevo, em- THE YOUNG ARE TRAVELLING 
ployee from Cacak metal work-

last year’s tourism as a branch of 
the economy is rapidly expanding. ’ 
There is an increasing number of 
young people as tourists. Youth , 
hostels are being built and youth ; 
reception centers. Although there 
are 10,000 beds in youth hostels, 
this is not sufficient. But, as we 
have said at the beginning, the 
young easily acclimatise to 
everything, and especially stu
dents. They camp everywhere. 
Two square meters of space for 
a tent is no problem. At least 
not for the night. In the daytime - 
there is the sea. The sea and the 
sun, what else is needed ?

Bogdan Zivanovic

in Makarska
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In Yugoslavia in the course of

t "Free fees decisive™ - Dn Axelrod%
I»

ed self-made men that a lot of HAMMOND: Do you feel that the HAMMOND: Why do you feel that economic contribution to society, 
them worked their way through scholarship system as you have ,it is incumbent on a society to

it in the United States and as we offer free higher education? 
have it in Canada, fairly wide- 

AXELROD: Well„I worked my way spread, government support- 
through college too. I had to help e(* and all that sort of thing,

fails to measure up to the bene
fits of fee-free education?

The following article is re- HAMMOND: I suppose you could 
printed from The Vancouver Sun: name offhand a number of well- 
October 9, 1965.

Interview by Terry Hammond 
With Dr. Julian Axelrod

Sj 1 HAMMOND: The small ‘*c” con
servatives — and some of the big 

AXELROD: Well, one has to con- “C” conservatives, too — believe , 
sider the way our society is de- that when you eliminate fees from 
veloping. It’s becoming a highly education you are simply coddling 
technological society.

college.known people who were products 
of that college?

y
AXELROD: Oh yes, numerous. I 
can cite two Nobel Prize win- 

(Dr. Axelrod is a noted neuro- ners _ Arthur Kornberg and Rob- 
chemist in charge of pharmacol- ert Hofstadter. 
ogy and research on the chemistry
of the nervous system for the Na- Then there was Bernard Baruch, 
tional Institute of Health, a branch Relix Frankfurter, Steinman, 
of the U.S. Public Health Service, who built the Brooklyn Bridge - 
and is an out-spoken advocate of countless numbers of eminent 
free university education for all. doctors, lawyers, scientists.
He was in Vancouver briefly this HAMMOND: In your particular 
week en-route to Japan on amis- case, for example, how important 
sion to promote exchange of was the free fee aspect of City 
scientific data.) College?

support my family.
the younger generation.|

My father was out of work and I
went to school and in addition AXELROD: Well, I think it helps 
worked, and the fact that I had a but I don’t think it helps enough, 
free education made it possible 
for me to go to school.

The demand for unskilled labor 
is becoming less and less and the 
demand for highly skilled pro- AXELROD: No, I don’t think so. . 
fessional creative people is be- Even though I went to a fee-free 
coming greater and greater and coUege, I still worked, 
consequently brain power is one
of any nation’s greatest resourc- You have to live too. You have to

clothe yourself.

< ‘I STILL WORKED’

I think there are many, boys and 
girls who would have gone to col- 

HAMMOND: Yes, I realize that, lege if it were free and didn’t, 
You are a very eminent man in and I think many potentially cap- 
your field of neuro-chemistry able people could have gone but 
and you tell me categorically that didn’t because of the fees, 
you would not have gone to uni
versity if it had not been free? I think it’s a terrible waste of

resources, of brain power.

»

es.

Now, if one has potential brain 1 don’t think it is coddling at all, 
power and neglects to develop it 1 think it is a necessity. Just like 
— and about the only way one can teaching a child how to read. One 
develop brain power is to pro- niust prepare for the future and 
vide a university education — be- one waV is to have a huge reserv- 
cause an individual cannot pay his °*r °1 hrain power, 
tuition, I think ultimately it is just 
a loss to society.

HAMMOND: Dr. Axelrod, you are AXELROD: Well, it was decisive, 
a product of fee-free education i couldn’t have gone to college if 
yourself. Your university was i didn’t have a free education. My 
City College in New York — one parents just couldn’t afford to 
of the first free universities m send me to school. This meant

the difference between going to 
college or no.

‘I AM SURE’
AXELROD: I’m sure I couldn’t I think that anybody who is cap- 
have gone. able of going to college should 

go to college. I hate so to be crossed I have 
come to think not being crossed is . 
the one thing that matters in life.
I can think of no blissfuller state 
than being treated as if I was 
always right.

< North America. I remember the fees at New York
University would have been about I think it not only would help the 
$300 a year — in 1933 $300 was particular individual but I think 
a lot of money —and I just couldn’t it would be a tremendous help

to the nation.

You have lost a potentially useful 
and productive and, I am sure, 
economically valuable individual 
who would make a tremendous

if AXELROD: Yes, it was establish
ed, I think, in the eighteen fort- HAMMOND: It’sconsideredan 
ies.

-

DAL EXCHANGE STUDENT Robert Frostasset of North America’s so-call- have done it.
r

Corporate University Unworkable Co-operative University Needed

Free Enterprise Ideology and Concept of Academic Community
contribution to the university corporation. The return on the Board 
of Governors and donors’ investment is the growth in size and pres
tige of the university. (Needless to say they also have an interest 
in assuring that the University serves the non-academic interests 
of the community or institution that they are primarily a part of 
— whether it be military, church or business.) As standards are 
raised, the reputation of the institution improves and it becomes 
more competitive with other rival universities. Entrance standards 
are raised; donations and enrolment increase; money becomes 
available for the expansion of facilities and a consequent increase 
in the level of production of finished goods (students); diversifica
tion becomes possible and Clark Kerr’s dream of a multiversity 
is eventually realized. The entrepreneurs are able to count their 
profits in the quantitative terms of the university’s growth in a 
competitive market.

Thus, the corporation’s policy must not be geared to the pecu
liarities of the individual student (raw material)who is but a passive 
recipient of “knowledge” and a transient.

He is a passive recipient of instruction which transforms him 
into a useful commodity (in economic terms, he becomes useful 
to those persons who are buying from the university corporation) 
by giving him skills, knowledge and “maturity”. Each student is 
an object which must be fitted into a limited number of pigeon-holes 
upon graduation.

The student is a transient who can have no comprehension of 
the long range goals of the corporation. He cannot participate in 
making its decisions. The corporation is run to achieve long range 
growth, not to attain qualitative results with each individual subject.

The need to act like an agressive union poses many problems. 
In order to ‘fight’ the management on anything like an equal footing, 
it is necessary for the student leaders to have strict control over 
the union.

But student councils are not structured to handle these basic 
and wider issues. Representatives are without exception elected on 
the basis of concrete ‘local’ issues, personality and their proven 
competence in dealing with matters within the system in subordinate 
student organizations. They are expected to represent the immediate 
and narrow interests of the faculty they represent. The presidential 
campaigns do not seek to air these wider issues which are content
ious and ruin the all-valuable nonpolitical image of the candidates. 
Therefore even the council presidents are elected without a mandate 
to act on these problems of a fundamental nature.

By ADAM H. SMITH Matters other than those purely of concern to the council mem- ” 
bers are labelled “external affairs” and are handed over to a fin
ancially impoverished CUS chairman and Council executive. They 
act on their own authority and with little reference to student opin
ion, relying principally on the aid of the campus newspaper to sup
port them and provide a semblance of public discussion.

The student union inevitably becomes somewhat autocratic and 
students are alienated from their own leaders. This, plus the feel
ing of impotency, brings about a chronic attitude of passivity in the 
student body. Only mass activity can stir them out of their torpor . 
with the possible exception of those programs involving really signif
icant political issues — for at least in doing something about these 
things they can feel like adults, whereas in student affairs they are 
ignored as children who do not deserve a say in the system which 
is transforming them from worthless immature beings into socially • 
useful citizens.

I wasn’t shocked; but I was a bit surprised that a university 
president would state it so openly. Not long ago a president of a 
Nova Scotia university said that he was concerned with his “Con
stituents” in this business community.
Translation: the university is a corporation, run by a board of dir
ectors (governors) in the interests of the shareholders (“Consti
tuents,” i.e. those who support the university financially, including 
both government and private contributors).

The idea of the university as a business corporation is simply 
an extension of the free enterprise ideology which pervades North 
American thinking. It is assumed that the people who put up the 
money and take the risk are, as in any business, the only persons 
responsible enough to make decisions. This is especially true since 
the running of a university is principally a matter of making business 
decisions about such things as capital investments, and the business
man is best equipped by his experience and practical training to 
deal with such matters efficiently.

The structure of the university is thus inherently undemocratic 
in spirit and in form; authority is from the top down to ensure that 
private interests (e.g. a church, the local business community) are 
in control and are able to determine the essential nature of the in
stitution itself. Less important matters, not directly concerned 
with the business of operating the university corporation, 
such as what specifically is taught and (to a certain degree) how, 
can be left to the administrators and professors to work out as 
long as their decision does not violate the structures set up to pre
serve the nature of the university as originally conceived by its 
private founders. The problem of academic freedom in a corporate 
university controlled by private interests is usually forgotten in the 
continuous battle against complete financing of higher education.

The Administration (plus the executive committee of the Board 
of Governors) becomes the management of the corporation which 
hires professors (in practice usually on the recommendation of 
heads of department) as workers to fulfill the plans set by the Board 
of Governors.

There is a departure from the analogy with the factory or 
office worker in that the professors are allowed considerable latitude 
within the restrictions set by the Board of Governors, which re
quire the teaching of certain courses, the holding of exams and the 
employment of other methods to keep up the “standards” of the 
university. Nevertheless, the power still remains in the hands of the 
Administration (plus a few entrenched department heads).

The student is the final necessary factor of production. Board 
of governors and Administration provide the land and entrepreneur- 
ship; the professors contribute their labour. The student is the raw 
material which must be turned out as a “good”. The Canadian Union 
of Students even honours him with the name “human capital.”

A Possible Solution
The student leaders are nevertheless pointing to a solution 

by demanding that they become part of management too, employ- - 
in g the euphemisms of democracy and ‘no taxation without repre
sentation’.

Although this is not a particularly healthy attitude, it is a nec
essary step towards the development of a more sensible concept * 
of the university. The giving of certain power to student bureau- , 
crats will not change the basic corporate structure of the univer
sity any more than drawing in some of the professors did but it 
makes a solution possible by placing arguing power in the hands of 
the students. Their voice can then be heard; eventually, an alliance 
with the professors to attain their common academic interests 
may force radical change. ;

,-JB
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The Inevitable Reaction
Eventually, there is a reaction to the dictates of the corporate 

system. The professors object to certain policies and form their 
own union (the faculty association) to bargain with management. 
But the union in reality is only a large federation of individual 
societies representing each faculty and sub-faculty.

The inevitable result is that some professors get what they want 
by becoming assimilated into junior executive positions. Most faculty 
heads are granted a degree of autonomy and power and they become 
a part of the management, exercising considerable influence with 
the Board of Governors. They become non-transient administrators, 
safely entrenched and interested in the long range growth of their 
own faculties and the serving of their own private intellectual in
terests.

M IiII
PP*■

Sm
To my mind, this change can take only one form if it is to bring - 

about a structure ensuring that the university policy is not determ
ined by outsiders but by members within the academic community 
itself.

m \
1 b

K
First, the Board of Governors must be eliminated; all business 

“experts” should be employed as members of or as advisors to 
the administration. The universities must be publicly financed and 
fully autonomous, although individual faculties should be able to . 
accept direct research grants.

-

V
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Although a few “idealistic” professors may raise objections 
about the lack of control by academics over the goals of the uni
versity community, the union is too weak and compromised to 
effectively challenge the concept of a corporate university.

Second, it must be recognized that the source of all power to 
act rests in the two groups which compose the academic community 
within the university, i.e. the teacher (professors) and learner 
(student).

These two groups, in principle and in practice, must delegate ; 
part of this power to a permanent managing body, composed of ad
ministrators, faculty and student representatives. Each group re
tains its own organization which runs those activities of exclusive 
interest to its members.

f

"€> ü
The Students React B I

With the failure of the professors to escape the role of hired 
labourers, the students begin to react to the idea that they are raw 
materials being used by the management to arrive at goals alien to 
their own wills.

The purpose of the learning process is the achievement of They assert their rights as individual adult human beings strong-
the stamped finished product, i.e. ‘x'no. courses, iy' basic techni- ly and seek guarantees ttiat their objectives will be considered in 
cal knowledge, plus degree. Concern with the process is only for the formulation of university policy. Their attitudes become ag- 
the efficiency of the means to attain the postulated narrow ends, gressive and hard-nosed because they are forced by the unsympathet- 
The workers (professors) are working simultaneously on other raw ic management position taken by the administration (and Senate) 
materials. They do research and write articles, thus incurring to act like a union bargaining for the selfish interests of its mem- 
major obligations and direct personal responsibilities to even more bers. Their methods become like those of a union also — strikes 
private interests external to the university. marches, group action and provision of rival services to their

member.

1!
These activities which are of common interest to the entire 

academic community — most fundamentally the pursuit of knowledge 
— are dealt with jointly. There is no alienation and the students 
and faculty are not manipulated as mere factors of production by 
administrators and governors for purposes different in nature from 
those of the academics involved in the actual learning process. In
stead, academic decisions are made by academics. The union and 
management concepts become obsolete in what is a co-operative 
venture. *0

t

-
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No wonder professors have a minimum of interest in their stu
dents which are merely the instruments used to provide 
for being paid by the management.
PROFITS and GROWTH

1 A new co-operative structure is absolutely essential because the 
corporate university has no idea of its ends qua academic community 
or of the wiU of its real constituents.

The student sees himself as a “young intellectual worker” fac
ing the hostile established order and power structure of the univer
sity community and the society he lives in, which is alien to him 

The entrepreneurs naturally expect to obtain a profit from their oi which he has no meaningful part.

an excuse

WHY NOT A COURSE IN UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION? NEXT ISSUE: THE MYTH OF A LIBERAL EDUCATION
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1 George Grant’s Lament MUSIC: PATRICIA MOWATV

11
Yepes, Frank draw 
standing ovations

Manifestation of nation’s death
ism. In the private spheres, all dian nationalist. Grant however 
kinds of tastes are allowed. No- never manages to show that Dief. 
body minds much if we prefer enbaker’s nationalism is any.
women or dogs or boys as long thing more effective than senti- Two excellent concerts have of tone colors and dynamics. He 
as we cause no public inconven- ment. And who can doubt that even been given in the last two weeks showed great coordination be- 
ience. But in the public sphere, Lester Pearson has this kind of in the second series of the Dal- tween his two hands in the Sonata 
such pluralism of taste is not per- attachment for Canada. housie Concerts given at King's by Scarlotti, although there was
mitted The conquest of human Grant fundamentally fails in college Gymnasium. some lack of control here as well
and non-human nature becomes that he equates the fall of Canada ^ November 14, N a r c i s o as later in the program with 
the only public value.” to the Americanization of Sou- Yepes, guitarist, received slight slurring of passages.

The characteristic institutions them Ontario. His references to a standing ovation, while last Sun- Bach’s Chaconne in D minor
of the modern technocratic the future of French Canada deal day Claude Frank, pianist, was was very well performed. Yepes' 
society are the massive private more with remote possibilities caned upon to give two encores, fingers precisely playing incre- 
and public corporations. “Such than with historical necessities, goth concerts were attended by dibly swift passages. A short 
organizations work with the Finally although he realizes the capacity audiences. piece by Maurico Ohona was the
scientists in their efforts to mas- demand for objective order in- Narciso Yepes played a ten- most dissonant of all the selec- 
ter nature and reshape humanity, herent in socialism, he, in turn- stringed guitar of his own in- tions. An almost rough touch 
Internationally the imperial ing to a dead conservatism, gives vention, produced after many coupled with a pulsating rhythm 

of these corporations has UP the hope for the Canadian na- years of thought on the limita- resulted in a dynamic, disturb-
tion. And so the final chapter of tions of the six-stringed guitar, ing piece, 
the book is a beautiful if unneces- This revolutionary guitar’s ad-

A 1
saga;

4
George Grant writes as a phil- 

osopher but about the particular 
or historic. The remarkably vul
gar particular about which he is 
here concerned is Canada, as a 
nation. He outlines the fate of this 
temporal entity in light of a gen
eral statement as to the nature of 
historical necessity. This 
he views as “chiefly concerned 
with what the most influentual 
souls have thought about human 
good. Political philosophy is not 
some pleasant game reserved for 
those too impotent for practice.
It is concerned with judgments 
about goodness. As these judg
ments are apprehended and acted 
upon by practical men, they be- 
come the unfolding of fate.” The 
manifestation of Canada’s death 
is then the demonstration of how 
we come to be governed by a 
principle which does not admit of 
true nationalism. For Prof.
Grant, liberal capitalism is such good is what we choose for our 
a principle and we have been de
livered to this form of Mammon 
by the Liberal Party.

Liberal capitalism has brought
us into the “very character of the able to do what they want, when 
modern era. The aspirations of they want . . . But this is not what
progress have made Canada re- is happening in our state capital- enbaker was the last great Cana, 

dundant. The universal and homo
geneous state is the pinnacle of 
political striving . . . The world 
.wide . . and egalitarian society 
will be achieved by means of 
modern science.” This science 
and the technology which it de- 
velops recognize no limits.
It “masters not only non-human 
nature but human nature as 
well.’" And culture which expres
ses human nature disappears be- 
fore it. Culture as that which is 
lived in common requires ideo- 
ology whether this be expressed 
only in religious terms or in phil
osophic terms as well. Liberal- 
ism is absolutely subjective and

mi
W r—m7i
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power
destroyed indigenous cultures in 
every part of the globe. Com
munist imperialism is more bru- sary lament, 

tally immediate, but American
for it “man in his free d o m capitalism has shown itself more IT S NOT ALWAYS LAS Y
creates The valuable The human subtly able to dissolve indigenous To apologise - To begin over formance, without transcript- he tapped the wood of the guitar,
creates the vaiuabi . in societies ” By encouraging the again - To admit error - To tion of the Baroque and Renais- causing the strings to vibrate m

aood Social order is a man American corporations to turn take advice - To be unselfish sance music written originally sympathy with the wood sound, 
made convenience1 and its only Canada into a branch plant depen- - To keep on trying - To be for the lute. K His Angers of both hands often

purpose is to increase freedom dency, the Liberal Party has des- considerate - To think and then His program included works by played most dexteriously in op-
What matters is that men shall be troyed Canada. act - To profit by mistakes - Scarlotti, Bach, de Falla, Pou- posing rhythm and melodies - a
What matters is that men snail be Q{ the ^ok is To forgive and forget - To ience, and several Spanish com- difficult feat well accomplised.

concerned to show that John Dief- shoulder deserved blame - posers. Yepes produced a very Yepes was born in 1927 in the
But It Always Pays! fine tone, with an amazing range south of Spain, making his debut

———————— in 1947. He has since toured in
———■——■——’I Western Europe, the Near East,

North and South Africa, South 
America, and Japan.

The second concert

\To one uninitiated in the in
ti ed four strings not only allow tricacies of guitar playing, some 
a fuller sonority of the instru- of Yepes’ techniques were fas- 
ment, but also permit the per- cinating. In several selections

GEORGE GRANT

things gO

better,i

Coke “Music
for Piano” was given by Claude 
Frank. Born in Germany, he has 
been a resident of the United 
States since 1941.

Frank began his concert with 
Bach’s Fantasy in C minor, show
ing excellent control of his fin
gers, rhythm, and style. He fol
lowed this by the Sonata in B flat 
b y Schubert, performing with 
great feeling and musicality.

Mendelsohn's Rondo Capric- 
cioso, Opus 14 was next on the 
program. This well-known num
ber served to show that Frank 
not only has the sensitivity so 
needed in any musician, but also 
has an excellent and controlled 
technique.

He completed his program with 
a well-performed Beethoven -the 
Sonata in A flat major, Opus 110 
again a controlled and sensitive 
interpretation.

Called up for two encores, 
Frank first played “L’Isle Joy- 
eux” by Debussy, the impres- 
sionistic French composer of 
the early twentieth century, and 
completed a very enjoyable after
noon by Bach’s “Jesu, Joy of 
Man’s Desire.”

A note about the final concert 
in this series - on November 28 
the Dalhousie Chorale will pre
sent a c o n c e r t ofChristmas 
music, conducted by David Wil
son. They will perform works by 
Handel, Vaughan Williams, Buch
ner, and others.
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\ * ' >Flip the disc—then the cap. Take time out for the 
unmistakable taste of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Lifts your 
spirits, boosts your energy...

»
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JBoth Coca Cola and Coke are registered trade marks which identity only the product ol Coca-Cola Lid.
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Whatever became of:
Jack T. Ripper,

tart 8
>
j0

t *

ft wm.
Those of us in his year will not readily 
forget old Jack the Rip, as he was 
affectionately known, or forget his skill 
with a scalpel in extra-mural biology 
sessions. A life-long anti-anti-vivisec- 
tionist. Jack had a brief fling as a 
professional pallbearer but was let out 
for appearing too happy during the 
ceremonies. Always something of a 
cut-up, Jack has turned to the stage 
where his natural talents are being 
given full range in a series of plays 
based on the “Grand Guignol”. We 
understand that, due to a series of 
unfortunate incidents, there are several 
female roles now open.

CLASS OF ’52? ,V ,,
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■>Whatever you want to become, you'll 
find the way ahead smoothed by steady 
saving at the Bank of Montreal.
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CLAUDE FRANKCUBIC FOOT

The foreman was checking his GARDEN CHEMICALS
workers’ knowledge. If you have leftover garden
“What’s a cubic foot?” he ask- chemicals, store them over win

ed one employee. “Idon’t know,”
He admitted. “But you should get one they came in if possible - 
Workmen’s Compensation.” and with the original label.
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belief that the New Year 
is just the beginning of a great 
future for you and you and you!
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1 -irequired reading
I’hristmas GreetingsChances are you won't find this AIR CANADA schedule among the intellectual nourishment avail

able in your university or college library. Yet, in not too many years, it could be an important 
bread and butter item on your everyday reading list. And for this very good reason: AIR CANADA 
can take you quickly/comfortably and conveniently to 35 Canadian cities, 7 major U.S. cities, 
and to Britain (with BOAC), Ireland, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Bermuda, Nassau; 
and the Caribbean, on matters of business, pleasure and profit.
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London Life Insurance 
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5516 SPRING GARDEN ROAD
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-#s-Julius Caesar: great 
, theatrical experience

* 'A
I>.

1 lg^/ !

IV
. 1

r%
; <wjTwo actors in lesser roles de-If vou didn’t see this vear’s sionate hothead. This fitted

s zzToZ
ihtawasmer gLltlsttS^aVex! cerit^and'iwTatheMhan'fmm STScte and" S office"/TUi-

rtewLnC^ee„o°„gTt™ar=r ^ytlfwas1 r“ida^.^ SïiMT-ïtïiï ^
forgive most of its faults. above all Mr. Dunphy’s admir- tavxus and Jane Purves as the

Under John Ripley’s competent able stage presence shone neurotic Portia JJ^e good too 
but hardly brilliant direction the through, and the intense flashing- and Terry DeWolfe almost but 
members of the Drama Workshop eyed figure he gave us is not one not quite p u 
rebounded amazingly well from to be forgotten quickly. force as Casca.

j last vear’s d i s m a 1 but often Les Gallagher’s Brutus and The one near.disaster of the 
strangely humourous Romeo and Brian Crocker's M a rk Antony production was the casting ofOs-

also deserve mention. We could car Hackett as Julius Caesar, 
have wished for a nobler Brutus. This is by no means a demanding 
Mr. Gallagher’s Brutus at times role but it needs to be at least 

confused by competently done. Enough said.
Congratulations are in order to

\ ' % tlhm mZ&m F /t •; tH
* x T'J VWi- mm Ç. %p v* %

X *

"VL\
>

aY / S6S| "x•l my%
/HFU'':s£

À "a"'
Juliet. Evident throughout this 

* year’s production was the 
group’s sincerity and desire to
please. Their vitality reached out seemed to be more 
to tho audience and eantured its his situation than tortured by theattention^ anSthee^erience was terrifying conflicts in Ms loyal, director Ripley and the members 
we believe, pleasurable to both, ties and motivations Neverthe- of the "crowd- for the présenta- 

’ less, considering Mr. Gallag- tion of Mark Antony’s oration.
her’s age and experience, it was This hair-raising spectacle was 
a g o o d performance. Brian very good indeed; and it brought 

their chores well and with enjoy- Crocker did a fine job in the role new life to Antony’s over-fam- 
ment. 0f Antony. He rose nobly to the iliar speech. But may we make

small cavil. The vigour

r!'
• 1s?I % «< A

; F
1 i!

illI II 1 i !The talents of the cast varied. 
But with one exception all handled

n
y

%*,

There will be little argument acting opportunities in those mo- 
that the best performance was ments after the assasination, and
given by Thomas Dunphy as Cas- it is perhaps a quibble to say that t o focus the sluggishness and 

u sius. His Cassius was less the the rest of his performance was overall lack of movement in much 
wily schemer and more the pas- not quite up to this level.

one
of this scene tended to bring in- •gif®r

55*of the rest of the play.
We need not mention the back- 

stage and business activities of 
the production. Those involved 
did their job well and no doubt 

i \ i know it. Oh well, lets face it, the
One of the major functions of a loquial sense but certainly com- makeup tended to be a bit slap-

a film society is to present to its plete in itself. dash in many cases; and stab-
patrons a varied selection of ex- The most interesting w o l k bifig by blunt wooden daggers is 
perimental films. On November shown w a s the K e n n e t h An- a heU Qf a way to g0e
17 and 18 the Dalhousie Film So- ger film “Inaugeration o i the To sum up. a pleasurable even-
ciety featured 4 short films, 3 of Pleasure Dome”. Any attempt at ing^ a hint of good things coming,
which could legitimately come an exposition of this truly distur- and a look at some promising act-
under this classification. bing film is doomed to failure. An talent.

There is no dbout about THE analysis of themes and subjects 
GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY (1903) would run into many pages, if 
being an experimental film; and a indeed possible at all; and com-
very successful one at that, municate little of its impact. Suf- A. JL XAAAA AAv"AAJX* 
Those present were able to view fice to say that the title explained
a film which laid the groundwork it all. Those who saw Jean Coc- 4-^w
for an overwhelming number of teau’s BLOOD OF THE POST last AX® A AX* A X*

/ themes, plots, atmospheres, and year no doubt recognized
cliches. Many of t h i s film’s the debts this film owed to it even
scenes can be seen in various up- down to the lack of sychronization i don’t get on right at the

i datings on any Saturday afternoon of background music and action. beginning$ of course; the train 
movie shown on T.V., but the rpbe experimental tradition of actually starts at Montreal. The 
chain (if that is the right word) surreansrn (or rather Cocteau- “Beeg Ceety” we call it at Dal, 
of this classic still upholds its ^sm f0r Cocteau never wished to but of course I can’t say that in 
validity. have his film treated as surreal- Quebec . . . Anyway by the time

The most artistically complete ism^ was Shown to be valid yet it gets to Levis there are usually 
offering of the night was a very ^ the ye^ds where realistic com- a few Dalhousie people on it and I 
brief film entitled HIGHWAY. mentary leaves off and poetry be- can strike up a conversation; mine 
What might have become a cliche- ^ns_ qj course many who saw is no longer the only Dal jacket 
ridden mess of shots from speed- were probably no more in sight. All the usual topics are
ing automobiles of underpasses, j.ban müdiy amused or titillated worked over and I go to my berth 
throughways, and overpasses in- buJ. tba^»s ^6 way the world goes. . . . it's a lower and I can raise
stead was changed by beautiful nnthenro- the blind that the Porter has drawn

, editing, camerawork, light con- The featm-e film the pro and J watch the little towns whirl
trol and music into an evocation gram was the Buston Keaton film ^ thg gathering darkneSs as
of beauty. Too often this theme COPS; the one w h e r e Keaton aw|y from the sunset and

, has been used as a vehicle for rides iJ ^on ^ ab0A 2 ^ toward the next dawn. I stay awake
criticizing our “modern way of junk into a parade of about 2 zil longer and watch the
life”. It was pleasant to see the lion fuzz. One of the longest if along the Trans-

i viewpoint of a filmmaker inter- not the longest chase in film his- Highway as it parallels
ested more in the artistic rather tory ensues, but it’s not really ™^ Lament! !
than the polemic possibilities ol that tunny. But perhaps the come. ™^ as , look
our urban situation TMs.fUm dies of the Go den Age have just ^meadows ot New

"experimental” in the col- been oversold a bit. Brunswick are covered with dew.
There’s a deer bounding away in
to the trees as we rattle by. I 
get up and the train stops on a 
siding miles from anywhere to 
let the westbound freight through.
I stop on the platform between 
cars and look out . . . the sun 
is just coming up and one of the

Rack in the mid-forties Rod- “Poor Jud is Daid” was thewor- waiters jumps down to pick a few 
gers and Hammerstein’s OKLA- thy highlight of the show. Connie real flowers to supplement the 
HOMU electrified audiences and Munro as Ado Annie had her mo- plastic ones m the diner. I can 

’ encouraged0 critics to herald the ments and Margaret Godfrey did hear the birds singing and I start 
1rs, npw intheAmer- very well indeed as Aunt Eller, to think it’s a damn shame I 

ic^ musical stage Little of this Director Jack Sheriff attacked can’t get off here and walk into 
exctte/ent was In evidenceatthe the character of the heavy, Jud. the Maritimes in my own time 

imp Theatre last week during The result was striking. Hisren- Then the freight thunders past 
v dering of the s o n g “Lonely only inches away and as the train

♦wc MacQic Room” was a beautiful pastiche lurches into motion I make my
True the's ongs of Messrs, of the Brechtian style. Unfortun- way into the diner for breakfast. 

Rodgers and Hammerstein were ately his performance was quite All day the half-familiar scen- 
fhme but so was Mr. Hammer- out of key with the rest of the pro- ery flashes past; the low lands of 
stein’s plot. Last week’s unin- duction, apart from his excellent the Chignecto, then Amherst, then 
spired and at times slipshod pre- silent assistance duringthe lunch hen Truro, and the peo- 
sentation brought out all the ban- “Poor Jud” scene. The rest of pie getting on and off have a dif- 
ilities inherent in the story. It the cast ranged from adequate to ferent look . . . They re not Que-
needed Lwof charm and vital, horrible. becois . Past Shubenacadie
itv Neither were present in any Little attempt was made to take and on through Hants County. . .

■ nuantitv full u s e of the Neptune’s stage, lakes and ridges and roads and
The two leads oerformed well and the s t a g i n g as a whole scattered houses and more lakes 

at times very well Sheila Bond was bad. The chorus (who, it must reflecting the trees; they’re just 
- as Laurey displayed alov el y be noted, sang well, at t 1 m e s) starting to turn coloured. Then 

singing voice and Stephen Smith often appeared to be stand- Bedford Basin and Halifax come 
as Curly presented us with t h e ing about the stage just wondering into view . . . Registration to-
onlv complete portrayal of the why the heck they were all there, morrow . . . here l am, Univer-
evening. Smith’s singing of so did this reviewer. sity, love me or lump me. . .

:
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Understaffed symphony -

Halifax orchestra plays well y*\10.
&

Fpj)Mimq Gifu f(w 
awujom auÆoa

The Halifax symphony orches
tra is not blessed with the best 
of acoustics in the Saint Patrick's 
Auditorium, and worse yet, it is

raiser, was performed well but 
suffered from the outset from

By PRENTISS GLAZIER 
Gazette Staff

The concert of Wednesday, less than excellent acoustics and 
November 10, by the Halifax an orchestra that counts only 
Symphony Orchestra under John forty-five musicians.
Fenwick included six works: the There was a slight tone-quality badly understaffed. The shortage 
Leonore Overture No. 3 by Beet- difficulty in the strings, but it was iS not so serious in the winds 
hoven, Adagietto from Mahler’s not very noticeable. It was more and percussion but this gives, 
Fifth Symphony, three operatic noticeable in Adagietto for in addition to other things, an 
arias, and after an intermission, strings and harp from Mahler's unbalance with instrumental 
the Symphony No. 4 in G Major Fifth Symphony, although Mali- numbers out of proportion. Hence 

’ by Dvorak. The Arias were “Ve- 1er seems to have actually in- the strings were often not pro
dr o, mentrio sospiro” from Mo- tended that effect to a certain minent enough. This had a con- 
zart;s ‘Marriage of Figaro’, “Di point. Nonetheless, in both these Siderable adverse affect upon the 
Provenza il mar” from Verdi’s works, the lack of depth of the final outCome of the last work 
“La Traviata”, and “O du mein orchestra asserted itself and was especiallye Mr. Fenwick should 
holder abendstern” from Wag- especially keenly felt in the Four- be proud of this performance's 
ner’s “Tannhauser” as perform- th Symphony of Dvorak. Again, -t was exceuent apart from the 
ed by baritone soloist Phillip the performance was the exact ab0ve-cited defects. However, if

t May of Dartmouth. opposite of sloppy: accurate and the Halifax Symphony Orchestra
The baritone solos varied spirited. However, the twelve is t0 become a genuinely first- 

somewhat in quality. Mr. Maybe- violinists were unable to hold up raje orchestra, it will need a 
gan inauspiciously with Mozart’s a part scored for about thirty. far better auditorium and will 
“Count’s Aria,” improved in the The work itself attributes its have to at least double its pro- 
Verdi work, and finished strongly popularity to the wide range of portions, especially in the 
with the Wagner. Here the or- curious instrumental effects strings. If it cannot do this, it 
chestra played well but Mr. May which give it an overall pattern ought to become a chamber or
is not yet a baritone of first- that is most pleasing. Hence it chestra which will play works of 
rate quality, although he per- is extremely enjoyable although chamber symphony proportions, 
formed with precision and ob- it is also poorly organized and as in that capacity, it has already 
viously did his best. a whole seems disjointed. This done creditably, and, under Mr.

Beethoven’s “Leonore Over- of course is the company’s do- Fenwick’s able direction, will
ture, always an excellent curtain ing. certainly continue to do so.
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It must be by his death
Let me have about me sleek headed men
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fI have a man's mind, but a woman's might
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For I am armed so strong in honestyThere is two or three of us 
have seen strange sights

I do what I do for the Honour of Rome
k
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You said the enemy would keep to the hills 
and upper regions — it proves not so
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This tongue had not offended today if Cassius had ruled
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What conquests brings he home? A hot friend cooling Fly further off my lord fly further off
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Before 
YOU go

ANYWHERE 
SEE US!

Model Parliament

Grits, Tories plan revive 
campus political forum

MAID 1

-3* MARIONÆÊT 1crats will also be interested in voted, 
their joint efforts.

The Liberals and P. C.’s feel been organized by the Sodales,
The Liberals and Progressive that Model Parliament should be »he debating society. A résolu-

Conservatives at Dalhousie want more interesting to the student. has been proposed calling for a
to reorganize Model Parliament. In recent elections, only one committee consisting of two This column is intended to play “easy to lose ).
It is hoped that the New Demo- quarter of the student body has members from each party to be pr0vide concrete advice and As you can see the odds against

set up to organize Model Pari- comfort to students with prob- the guy are pretty high. My figures
lems. Please send all letters to are based on personal experience 
Maid Marion, c/o The Dalhousie but I think many fellows must 

All the political parties have Gazette> A determined effort to be in the same position, 
been actively helping their nat- answer all letters will be made. How willing would you be to 
ional parties with the recent 
Federal Election. The result has

By JANET GUILDFORD 
Gazette Staff In the past the Parliament has

Jk

m »■IS- lament.
§i

, i -
v *

* ¥
W:m »# 1 signatures will be ask somebody for a date after 

you’d been told where to get off 
a few times or ended up with a

»W Anonymous 
quite acceptable.
Dear Maid Marion:

I was extremely interested in nutty, radical, whip-swingmg 
the letter from “Disillusioned” nymphomaniac? Discouraged

4 vW:■ m
1

been very little political activity 
on campus.1 I

m m Gordon Hunter, Campaign Man
ager for the Dalhousie Liberals in a recent column.-1 was dumb- Dear Discouraged: 
told the Gazette that the Liberals founded, in typical male fashion, i find your figures highly ques- 

lot of work for the Pearson to learn that the number of girls tionable. Whom have you been

Y

41 did a
Rally at the Forum. They usher- and guys on campus was in a asking for dates lately? 
ed, phoned people, and made pos- ratio of one to one, especially Also, you object that the guy 
ters. They also ushered at the since there are two guys for is always the one who’s blamed, 
local nominating convention. every girl here. However, that is Are you suggesting that girls

irrelevant. should be more aggressive? I
What did interest me was that doubt that very much. No matter 

sed this term by both the Liberal the responsibility was set on the what any fellow says to the con- 
candidates in this riding, the firm (?) shoulders of the trary, he's turn tail and run if
Nova Scotia leader of t h e Lib- masculine population (as usual), any girl shows too much initiative 
erals, a Cabinet member, and an speaking from personal ex- after Sadie Hawk in’s Week, 
outside MP, Mr. Bob Turner. perience> j find the number of Dear Maid Marion:

The New Democratic Party has girls on campus who are willing 
not been as active as the Liberals to take a chance on an unknown at Dal inScienceand Engineering.

campus, having so far directed date surprising - surprisingly At present, we are living in an 
all their energies toward the fed- low, that is! apartment and, although it is a
erai election. Of the 35 per cent who will fine abode, we are experiencing

take -a chance:
10 per cent if he’s over six

i il
SÿII V

XX\\ & 1Ü
: I The Liberals have been addres-

j: • i a

*■ i We are two third-year students
II* Ff§

A
on

a» technical difficulties.
We are constantly being be- 

said that although there is a good feet (across the shoulders), sub- sieged by frustrated, distressed 
deal of organizational work to be tjy handsome or drives a Super- and uninformed females who wish 
done, it is hoped that a program Sport; to engage us in strictly platonic
can be set up to provide a variety io per cent will with the ex- discussions. Being gentlemen as 
of speakers for the party. press purpose of getting this well as men, we fear the con-

Carol Beal, Public Relations one before he gets away; sequences of spurning these un-
Chairman for the Progressive 5 per cent because he must be likely boudoir companions.
Conservatives at Dalhousie said a mover; Do you advise rejecting them

2 per cent because he does/ 0r participating in idle, unpro- 
doesn’t wear a beard;

3 per cent because he wears is detrimental to our occupation
as students?

And as for the 65 per cent Dear Confused:

ieà -, Fred Guy, N. D. P. president

■ v
milif

Mi Don’t Miss
the P. C.’s were also busy during 
the election. *ductive discussion which we feel

-HojjuyuLcuu -Ho&deujGoing home for a They held a panel discussion on 
the election, and have been ad
dressed by Lincoln Alexander, 
and by Bob McCleave and Mike 
Forrestall, the two successful 
candidates in this riding in the 
recent federal election.

pants. Confused
!

Your difficulties are of a nature 
10 per cent won’t because he’s experienced by all eligible young 

obviously after a session of “cam- men with apartments. The homey 
pus quo"; > atmosphere is highly conducive

5 per cent because he doesn’t to leisurely contemplation and
conversation of an elevated na-

who won’t go out:

»

A general meeting of the Dal- look like Steve Reeves; 
housie Progressive Conserva
tive Party is scheduled for No- pinned or going steady; 
vember 25 or 30, and plans are
being made for a conference of want to look promiscuous; 
the Nova Scotian P. C. clubs to 
be held in Wolfville in the new to play “hard to get” (point: if directly responsible for the at-

vou play “hard to get", he may traction of all these “frustrated, 
-----------distressed and uninformed fe-

Are you a candidate for 
assistance under the

20 per cent because he/she is ture.
Obviously, the fault lies with 

15 per cent because they don’t you. You are now projecting an
image of the learned, young man 

15 per cent because they want and it is this image which isCANADA STUDENT 
LOANS ACT?

year. f
males” whom you do not wish to 
entertain.

A change in the decor of your 
apartment may be an invaluable 
aid in this respect. It will enable 
any young lady to discern in
stantly your disinterest in engag
ing in platonic discussions.

If this course of action does 
not appeal to you, I would suggest 
that you groom your personalities 
and interests to fit the image of 
the young intellectual, which you 
already have. This will involve 
the collection of a good library 
and many hours of deep thought 
and philosophical contemplation.

The choice is yours and must 
be made shortly. Wavering in
decision will only prolong your 
sufferings. But before you de
cide to discard all platonic re
lationships, remember that they 
can easily develop in another di
rection concurrently. Also, young 
ladies who are interested in dis
cussions alone may have friends 
who are interested in other things 
as well.
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ROBERTSON
TRAVEL t

From theUnder this Act, each qualifying student may present a 
Certificate of Eligibility to the bank branch of his (or 
her) choice. Royal Bank, with over 1000 branches across 
Canada, offers you convenient service combined with 
practical counsel. Visit your nearest branch.

r<

SPRING GARDEN BARBER SHOPHELPS STUDENTS GET THERE 

(and cheaper too)
Just a two minute walk from Dal 

and Kings on the way downtown

SPRING GARDEN BARBER SHOPRhone Today 429-3100 ROYAL BANK Dear Maid Marion:
I represent a small faction of 

males dedicated to the worship 
of a female deity who represents 
all that goddess of sensuousness 
should.

Unfortunately, we have been 
unable to find a willing applicant 
for the position of goddess. How
ever, by means of your illuminat
ing column, we have discerned 
your understanding and willing
ness to lend a helping hand to 
confused and frustrated mem- 

of the suppressed sex.

5853 SPRING GARDEN ROAD 
at the corner of

Spring Garden Rd. & Summer St.

*
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Therefore, we humbly beseech 
you to condescent to act as our 
Immortal Queen.

£ Sism
i m

em
• mv y Your obligations would be those 

of any other self-respecting sex 
symbol. After the Goddess Indoc
trination Ceremony, you will be 
allowed to collect what you con
sider to be appropriate rules 
of conduct into a code for the use 
of your successors.

The Indoctrination Ceremony 
is merely a sacrificial offering 
of the materialistic phase of the 
goddess-candidate, the remains 
of whom are then encased in a 
granite tomb, sealed and disin
tegrated
ritual. Think of it from a martyr’s 
viewpoint.

Awaiting your reply anxiously, 
I am,
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CHRISTMAS
on or off campus 

the very latest in
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:*re88 a most picturesque1 /-/ //

m
YmVi’. X; Your Worshipper, 

HopefulEXCITING
SPORTSWEAR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Dear Hopeful:
Please drop into my office in 

the near future or write to me, 
care of this paper.

Have a whirling good holiday!Here are the Village Look PLAYBOYS. All suede. Putty beige. Grey. 
Faded blue. AH styles available in "His"— $9.95. "Hers"— $7.95. 
($1 higher west of Winnipeg)

And Remember The
You're right when you wear playboys VCOME

to Church each Sunday 
night, 7 - 8 at Tower Road. 
School) (near Inglis)

t-Foot-watchers see more PLAYBOYS than anything. 
Reason? The Village Look is big now. And PLAYBOYS 
have it!

Dashing! Light! Casual! Select suede uppers look better 
longer. Plantation crepe soles. Steel shanks.

Ask for your PLAYBOYS at your shoe store today.

r

HEARMMIX AND MATCH •>

Radio Pastor Perry 
F. Rockwood heard 
on 138 stations in 
North America, 
Here you will hear 
the Bible’s view on
life, DIAL DAILY 454- 5858 

and listen
C.J.C.H. SUNDAYS — 10 a.m.

LADIES’ SPORTS WEAR LTD. CHARCOAL
BAR-B-QUE

( IT’S LICENSED)

Quinpool Road, opposite the West End Baptist Church

Our new Address
6281 Quinpool Rd.,
(across the street)PLAYBOYS BY HEWETSON

A Division of Shoe Corporation of Canada Limited
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South-East Asia discussed Navel
display"Conference invaluable’-Kemp

“Sir, you make me ashamed Committee from S.G.W.U. had Have you argued over the extent position where she cannot with- 
to be an American,’’ drawled a done an excellent job of organiza- 0f Sihanouk’s power in Cambo- draw without a furor at home, 
Texan student, commenting on the tion. dia, whether Thailand is swinging and without losing face abroad:
same speech that reduced the Cu- Dr. Bernard Fall, speaker at to the left, or whether SEA TO is but negotiations are becoming 
ban delegate to a fervour “I can the opening banquet, compliment- of any practical value? A multi- more unfeasible everyday, and a 
only disagree with everything you ed them on their insight in choos- tude of topics were presented for military victory can at best be 
say.” Professor Klaus Hermann, ing South East Asia as the subject discussion, the only flaw being a Pyrrhic one. China, on the other 
from the Political Science depart- for this year’s seminar. He point- that each delegate managed to hand, from sheer physical prox- 
ment of Sir George Williams Uni- ed out that this is “the last front- hear at the most 10 papers at his imity, has everything to gain and 
versity, brought a chorus of such ier in the world ... the only particular group. In my group, in the view of those observers not 
protests from his audience with a area where one can still (or could three of the papers were on Viet blinded by Professor Hermann; 
very pro-U.S. Speech during the still) push one way or the other Nam, so this limited our scope type of propaganda must eventual- 
conference on International Af- and expect to obtain non-lethal even more. In the final plenary ly dominate the whole area, 
fairs, held in Montreal from Nov. results. . . where the prize still session, a summary of the dis- The most promising alternative

was to the swift.” eussions of each group was made seems to be neutrality, of the
Speeches on successive even- which helped to synthesize the type which Cambodia has evolved, 

the “champion of freedom” leap- ings maintained this impression ideas of the conference on the Speaker after speaker, delegate 
ing to defend the- poor weak little of the importance of the area, major topics.
nations” of South East Asia from The committee had arranged for Always accepting the fact that intense pride evident in most 
the “brutal, murdering aggress- a different speaker, each an ex- conclusions are nebulous and un- south East Asian countries which 

’. It was not well-received by pert in his field, to address the satisfactory; what conclusions did is being ignored in the contest of 
audience that had spent several delegates each evening: Profess- we reach? When discussed on power politics. Given the chance 

days in intensive research and or William Wilmott at U.B.C. theoretical planes, it seemed to to stand alone, each country would 
discussion of the problems of the spoke on “Cambodia” and the be the feeling at the conference probably maintain a staunchly in
area. The whole aim at the con- implications of its neutrality;Dr. that South East Asia has become dependent attitude: under press- 
ference was to discount as far Donald Herdley from Brandeis a chess board on which the major ure from both sides, it is hardly 
as possible the propaganda pump- University discussed the actions powers are playing out their game surprising that China must event
ed out by both sides and to at- of the “Indonesia Communist at check and mate without any ually be successful in establish- 
tempt an objective analysis on Party”; Professor Robert concern for the people who are ing her sphere of influence. For 
the basis of facts and observa- Browne of Fairleigh-Dickinson getting killed, intimidated, or as one speaker commented: 
tions as presented by experts who University, N.J. argued the “ Po- simply made unhappy in the pro- “When you are sharing one bed 
had been to the countries on which litical and Economic Prospects cess. In Viet Nam, which seems and Big Brother says roll — you 
they were speaking. In com pari- for the Indochinese Peninsula” to be the test case for the area, roll!” 
son, we began by doubting Prof- Frederick Nossal, of the Toronto the U.SC has put herself in the 
essor Hermann's sincerity: we Globe and Mail discussed “Chi- 
ended by doubting his sanity, nese Involvement in South East 

The debates often flowered in- Asia.” In most cases their com- 
to controversy of this kind and ments were based on personal 
Canadian delegates, who tended observation and their views were • 
at first to argue from a viewpoint generally accepted as authorita- 
of mere interest in the problems tive in their field. It was a well 
of a rather distinct area, were balanced series of topics and con- 
stirred into more immediate con- gratulations are due to those who 

by the vitality with which managed to persuade speakers to 
overseas delegates — two from travel so far to present their 
Cuba, two from the London School ideas.
of Economics, one from Russia, During the day, delegates were 
and several from Asia-attacked divided into groups of approxi- 
the subject.Theyquestioned mately 10 and invited to dissect 
every subject. They questioned papers delivered by each delegate 
every assumption, challenged in turn. Have you ever consider- 
every belief, and generally made ed the problems of counter-in- 
eve ryone stand up and fight. surgency warfare? Or wondered 

Apart from the lack of inform- about the attitude of overseas 
ation and materials available the Chinese to the Peking regime?

From the vestal’s temple
• By NANCY WHITE •

1 ê

f Visitors to the Ontario pavilion 
at Expo ’67 will be able to see a 
filmed peep show of the lives of 
six prominent Ontario citizens.

They will peep through an aper
ture in the abdomen of the sculpt
ed torso to see the show inside. 
It was announced that the peep 
hole will probably be in the region 
of the navel.

;
X

Hall prepares Expo displayi

frt

Don’t ask me to sell tickets 
kr you today. Bid me not to join 
your worthy organization. This 
is not the week, darling, for you 
8Ad I to run off to Fort Churchill. 
I’m too busy working on theShir- 

jreff Hall booth for Expo ’67. 
I "'The Fair people, hearing of 
my administrative capabilities, 
‘gave the planning job to me, and 
believe me, it’s going to be a

you’re anti-everything when all 
To provide this, we are going along you had been carefully cul- 

to build a sort of “fun house”, tivating a positive attitude and 2 —.
like the Bill Lynch Show usually avoiding cluttering up your open His conviction that the U.b. was

mind with facts and ideas.

would not be too amiss.
conference of this sort is an in
valuable experience which only 
those able to attend can fully 
share. Nevertheless the wealth of 
information is something which 
can be passed on, and I hope to 
be able to do this in the weeks 
to come.

has.
after delegate, commented on theEspecially when:

a. you’re so nice you don’t
For 25 cents the customer will 

be sent off on a dizzying trip down 
a corridor lined with etchings even mind paying income tax 
and into a large room, generous
ly draped with cobwebs and dark boots are more fun to wear than 
except for light from a single shoes 
taper flickering on a table. From 
their seats around this table a ful heart because then you know 
group of young women will glare Dal is keeping up its standards 
and hiss in a ladylike manner at
the visitor. From a sound system like Toronto anyway, 
voices will reverberate on all

ors'b. you like rain because rubber
an

rough one. I just can’t get any 
co-operation. Why, I don’t know. 
My announcement saying that 
everyone is welcome to join my 
pfenning committee has been put 
over the intercom half-hourly for 
over two weeks now and the res
ponse has been quite disappoint
ing. I say “Would all those girls 
interested in pavilion design 
please ring down” and then 
there’s this awful silence.

Be that as it may, the plans 
are shaping up nicely. After 
lengthy deliberation, it has been 
decided that, in keeping with the 
“Man and His World” theme of 
the Fair, we will call our exhibit 
‘“-The Sweet Young Thing and Her 
Sphere of Operation, Especially 
When She Lives in Residence in 
Halifax.” Punchy, no?

Then there will be subtitles 
'ike “ The Sweet Young Thing At 
Vork”, “The Sweet Young Thing 
Drdering Out”, “TheSweet Young 
T,hing Cursing About the Leave 
System,” and so forth.

The residence itself could be 
s Amply indicated by a couple of 
papier mache pillars, a 20-foot- 
s qua re, three-foot-thick door, 
otie barred window and, on top 
of the entire construction, a pair 
of pigeons stomping out the rites 
of spring.

Staffing the booth will be 23 
h^ll residents all dressed in dun
garees, trained to reply to visi
tors who say “tsk tsk look at 
those sweet young things in dun
garees”, “mockery mockery on 
you, these are CUT-OFFS’!”

Our booth will swing away 
slightly from the intellectual, ed
ucational character of most of 
the fair. We feel that even though 
most visitors will be Canadian, 
surely an element of gentle fun

c. you fail exams with a cheer-

d. you’re a Maritimer but you
La

under these circumstances, a 
sides, interrogating the guest charge of being anti hurts you 
about all the naughty things he deeply and you go hide in your 
has done in the past week. Me- closet for hours, 
chanical hands then reach out and But you see, no matter how 
gently push him to his knees, much you love the world, it’s 
from whence he leaves the room just too gauche to write columns 
at a crawl. He then has five min- saying so. Pre-ten-tious. Picture 
utes to recount his harrowing ex- me grandly bestowing the acco- 
perience to the other people wait- lade of the week. Makes you choke 
ing in line. We’ll probably call on your wine, don’t it? 
this section “The Sweet Young 
Thing and Her Moments of Un- plaints I take another N.V.P. pill

and bring you an interesting, in- 
These are just a few of my formative and enjoyed-by-all chat 

ideas and I know they’re going on “Things I Like About Shirreff 
to be great when put into effect. Hall”.

Naturally, there are likely 
some facets of Shirreff Hall life that are gorgeous in autumn, the 
that have been overlooked. So setting itself-close to water. The 
please, if you've any ideas for circular driveway “like richpeo- 
our pavilion, do pass them along, pie have.” The stonework in the

walls. The grand-old-castle look 
Features editor Piers Gray of the main hall. The library — 

(he swears it’s his real name) impossible to study in but filled 
has said this Great Work must be with the maddest collection of

books and magazines.
I like the rooms. They’re not

The exchange of ideas at a
Ilf

Existential Dalhousie f!I

By STEPHEN POTTIE
Recently, my driving editor suggested that I write something 

for the next issue. “Anything!” he said. “How about an article 
pointing out the demerits of examinations?” That wasn’t what I 
wanted though. Besides being well over-worked, I explained that 
I thought exams were necessary evils. He didn’t bother to argue 
the point. Assuming a meditative look, he searched his fertile 
brain for some subject which I could mis.represent admirably. 
In a moment of weakness I suggested something about entertainment. 
“Yes, that’s it!” he exclaimed in what appeared to be one of his 
less lethargic moods. Inspired by his confidence and enthusiasm, I 
narrowed it down to entertainment in Halifax as it concerns univer
sity students. His delight at my idea gave me great confidence 
that it would work out. So I went to work, thinking, planning, digging 
up details.

The trouble with that article was that it didn’t really have any- 
thing to say of importance. I mean, how many students on Dal worry 
about movies or music or plays or whatnot. Then it came to me.
I had found something significant, something that every student of 
this campus has thought about, -and if not, should be thinking about.

Every morning I have an eight-thirty class which makes it 
necessary to walk the full length of the second floor hall of the Arts 
& Administration Building. And, I must admit that I was becoming 
very familiar with that corridor. I knew with a certain degree of 
surity what type of information was posted on each bulleten board, 
where my class rooms were, where the men’s coat room was, where 
the stairs were, and, most important, where the water fountains were 
placed. In other words, I could walk along the hall without any fear of 
appearing like a visitor.

Then it happened. During one night a few weeks ago, someone 
placed padded leather couches in the area in front of the art gallery. 
“Marvelous,” I thought. Some gentle soul must have thought of the 
tired students who have to walk up the stairs: the elevator is only for 
the use of the staff and visitors.

I did not take a seat the first day, because I felt I would be too 
conspicuous sitting alone. This opinion must have been shared by 
others for no one sat down that day, and I waited around for several 
hours after classes had ended. Soon, however, they became accepted 
fixtures of the second floor and students were sitting on them right 
and left. I must admit, the whole thing took on a casual air. I made a 
point of resting there every morning before class. However, this 
proved dangerous for I fell asleep on two occasions and missed my 
first class altogether.

One day as I approached the mid-section of the hall, I noticed 
that the couches had been removed. The first reaction was one of 
indignation. However, after rereading one of the Time ads, I 
cooled down. Maybe the seats had been taken to some other part of 
the building or even to another building for the enjoyment of students 
there. -‘Don’t be selfish,” I told myself. “Our turn will come up 
again.” In a week, I had completely forgotten about the seats.

But soon new objects began appearing in the hall. At first, it 
was only a collection of harmless crates. “Somebody is moving.” 
I thought. These disappeared and were replaced by wooden columns 
that measured about four feet high. Curious, I investigated. Function, 
I decided, was the only method of discovering what they were. My 
first idea was that they were podiums for speakers with small notes. 
I reached that conclusion about the size of the notes from the area 
of the top which was about six inches square. Maybe this spot on the 
campus was going to be some sort of area for speeches. My theory 
was soon shattered by an authoritative-looking young man. He 
approached the podiums, looked slightly puzzled for a second, and 
then, with the look of a man who has just settled the Viet Nam crises, 
extinguished his cigarette in the shallow tray that formed the top 
of what I know knew to be an ash-tray. Despite my chagrin, I 
accepted his conclusion eagerly and would have put a cigarette 
in a like manner to show that I was no ignoramous only I don’t 
smoke. I thought of borrowing one, but gave it up and went home.

I soon discovered that even he was wrong. When I arrived next 
day, the ashes had been removed and objects d’art were in their 
place. A few days later, two glassed-doored cabinets were left 
outside the art gallery. Today, someone has returned the leather 
couches. The hall was so crowded that traffic reached a standstill 
during peak hours. Students were sitting down, looking at the objects 
d’art. and generally holding up the normal flow.

Could there be some link between the hall and the art gallery? 
Is the administration giving in to Union demands for more workers 
on campus and the only work they can give them is moving furniture? 
I can’t say yes or no to any of these questions. For all I know the 
whole hall might have been removed during the lunch hour. I can 
only urge students who notice similar unexplainable events to report 
them to me as quickly as possible so that I can process the infor
mation and come up with the solution.

Nonetheless, as a bow to com J f
9adulterated Terror.”
*
xcern

There’s the big lawn, the trees

double length this week.
“We're making a big issue.”
“Out of what this time, ho, all exactly the same and they're

warm. The staff is nice and in-
•‘Nancy, sometimes I think you eludes the necessary kooks, 

are such an ... oh forget it.” Meals are marvellous. Our cook 
(He doesn’t appreciate terrible is an artist. There’s an endless 
puns and things of that ilk. I do. supply of hot water. The rules, 
It made my day when a guy came with the exception of the really 
up to me backstage at Julius Cae- silly ones, are reasonable, 
sar and said “What's a nice girl 
like you doing in a play like this?)” Building.

Anyway, for the sake of length 
and because this, believe it or shine and light? The third floor 
not, is the Christmas issue, here girls called in to check the eu- 
is a defensive, pro-Shirreff Hall logy for sincerity were quite 
disgression.

It’s a bit appalling to be told

IEho ho?” Good•xS*

I If II
IIWishes 

to All!
11
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And it's close to the A and A

mThere now. How’s that for sun-
!»

V;

% %moved to tears by it. 
Merry Christmas.
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Plays key role in student affairs PllPPr 'CUOQj

the organization here at Dal - from Mozambique and Angola, 
W.U.S. — the real thing. Universities in Ceylon and Hong

Kong and students in Latin Amer
ica.

By gay McIntosh 
Gazette Staff

She'll be easy to find. She's the 
one who wears all the snazzy new 
fashions, is up on the latest dances, 
and seems to be thoroughly enjoy
ing herself every single day.
Frankly, we’d rather have her speak 
for us than speak for ourselves.
She may not dwell too long on the 
advantages of Tampax menstrual 
tampons. She knows you must be 
aware of them, or you wouldn't 
be asking about Tampax. But she 
will explain usage and absorbency 
and all sorts of things.
And will you do us a great big favor? 
Will you tell her how proud and 
grateful Tampax is that she takes 
this attitude about the product we 
cherish so much We’d tell her our
selves, but we don’t know how to 
reach her-except through you. 
Thank you very much

W.U.S. has and is playing itsWhat is it? The
international body called the role well.
World University Student Com
mittee. What does it do? It plays ties and contributed to the re- 
an important part in our national habilitation of destitute students 
student affairs.

When you were visiting Trea- tries. Some of its contributions 
sure Van you were contributing were t o Geneva. During the se

cond World War it sent text books,

W.U.C.S.

The BLOSSOM SHOP
Where YOU Get

20% ?

Canada is sending 62,000 to 
the International programme thisIt rebuilt shattered universi-
year.

The year before last, Enid 
Green went to Algeria as a re
presentative from Dal.

Last year John Cleveland went 
to Chile. This year one of you 

Now let’s distinguish between food, clothing, and money to stu- wili ^ to Turkey.
W.U.S. and W.U.S.C. dents in Europe, Asia and Aus-

W.U.S. originated in 1920 as the tralia. Today, there are 45 par- 
World University Student relief ticipating countries and member-

and professors in European coun-

to W.U.S.

What can you do? If you want 
more information, you could go 
into the C.U.S. office in the arts 

fund, which helped European stu- ship could include making money annex and speak to Jane Massey, 
dents who were in need of a uni- donations for medical supplies, 
versity education. W.U.S.C. is books, financial aid to students

the chairman of the committee, 
or call 423-7543. Yes The BLOSSOM SHOP 

vGives Student Discounts of 20%

For that special occasion 

order your corsages or 

bouquets from . . .
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The BLOSSOM SHOPEM EE
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6432 Guinpool Rd., Halifax, N.S.-HovUKLÜMi

TloM(Uj

R:

JS INVENTED BY A DOCTOR 
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN(sorry, we cannot deliver corsages)

See
TAMPAX INTERNAL MENSTRUAL PROTECTION IS 
MADE ONLY BY CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION 

LIMITED, BARRIE. ONT.
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Festival
Collection

i

FOR PIZZAy
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ERIC DURNFORD:5’ 10”, 1501b., 
Science II. At times last year Eric 
showed ability to come off the 
bench and lead the team in a de
termined performance. Will see 
more action this year. A key sub
stitute, may see some starting 
games.

LARRY ARCHIBALD: 5’ 6”, 145 GEORGE HUGHES: 6’ o”, 1751b. ALEX SHAW: 6’ 1”, 175 lb., Arts 
lb, Science II. Larry had several At the end of last year George II. Alex is back after playing for

ptives is ngnt or exceptional games last year and is was scoring as well as any man Dal three years ago. He is a great
expected to start again. He led in the league. His field goal per- jumper and has worked on his 
the team in scoring and the year’s centage was never below 50% in game during the summer. Will 

;s has deteonated experiehce will help him consist- the last half of the season. In share starting berth with Dave
antly stand out as a top scoring, addition, George plays tough de- MacDonald,
passing and defensive threat. Is termined defense and handles the 
quickest man on a fast team, ball well. Can become a complete 

th service pres- Names to All-Star team of Potato ball player, with developed 
: le termed the pill classic and set a tournament 
5d that 10-15 per 
ems, and that use 
lid, “I don’t think 
contraceptives to

DENNIS TAYLOR: 6’ 4”, 205 
lb., Science III. Dennis is a strong, 
steady performer. He is develop
ing fast and will be a key re
serve player. Had previous ex
perience with Prince of Wales 
College, Charlottetown.

180 lb.,TOM BEATTIE: 6’ 6’ .
Arts II. Tom had a good fresh* 
man year and proved he could re
bound with the best in the league. 
He is fast aggressive and one Of 
the best scorers on the team.

its as to whether

: Played on two provincial cham
pionship teams at Bridgetown'. 
Started every game as a frosh 
and if he is able to check thç 
opposition’s big man may be the 
key on a team fighting for league 
laurels. ,-y

j§-mouths” is very
I

moves.
single game scoring mark of 33

reviewed.” He also said that distribution of birth control pills 
by the Health Service would undoubtedly increase sexual laxity.

Fr. Gordon MacLean, Roman Catholic Chaplain, echoed this 
last remark, saying that distribution might be “conducive to 
promiscuity.” He said that the church’s position on use of con
traceptives by married couples is now being reviewed. He said 
that while morals had probably not declined in the last generation 
there seemed to be “a loss of the sense of the possibility of sin.”

The United Church chaplain, Rev. Don MacDougall, left the 
decision as to whether to distribute “the pill” up to the doctor. 
He said “Any doctor who is responsible will use it to his own 
discrimination and use it wisely”. He did not think greater sexual 
license would result from distribution of the pills because of the 
responsibility of the medical people. He added that he was interested 
in what the Gazette’s editorship identified the new morality with.

There are other related factors notably psychological ones. 
With these it is difficult to discuss comprehensively.

This is the first of a three-part series by Fraser Sutherland 
on the «New Morality.’

mm
:h minister said, 
mtrol needs to be IRV COHEN: 6’ 2”, 155 lb., 

Comm. I Freshman Tiger, Irv, 
comes straight from QEH’s Prov
incial Championship team. He is a 
better ball handler than expected 
and was top scorer for QEH. Has 
exceptionally quick hands and 
plays determined defense. Is im
proving technique rapidly. Will 
see action with Varsity and may 
surprise many.
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BRUCE REYNOLDS: 6’ 3”, 1G5KEVIN WHITE' 6’ 6” 173 lb DAVE MacDONALD: 5’ 10 1/2”, , T„ , ,
Arts I Kevin pl'ayed with St Dun- 170 »>., Law I. Dave was 1963-64 lb” Arts l- Bruc,e hails from Syd- If the people around you are 
Ans, l. K.evin piayeo witnbt.uun Tj , . ney. He played for Sydney Acad- spiteful and callous and will not
and determined with great'poten- currently in his list season of emy who represented Cape Breton hear you fall down before them 
till Only 17 years oU he will eligibility. A great pressure play- in the Provincial Championships, and beg their forgiveness; for in 
improve in every area WÜ1 be a er and competitor. Played high He is relatively inexperienced truth you are to blame for their 
starter. Could develop into the school ball in New Waterford and but^has shown he has good poten- not wanting to hear you. 
best big man ever in the Mari- was also on 3 Canadian Champion- 
times. ship teams.
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New C-I-L Fellowi

1ÊÂ IN

400 Xblunteers 
CUSO’s ’66 Aim

Narayanan Madhavan of Valued at $2,400 including 
Halifax, a post-graduate student $400 for the university, the fel- 
at Dalhousie, has been awarded iowship will assist Mr. Madhavau 
one of the 21 fellowships offered in working towards his Ph.D.de- 
annually by Canadian Industries gree ^ chemistry.
Limited for postgraduate re- Born in Kerala, India, Mrt.

, search in chemistry, chemical Madhavan received his M.Sc.de-
CUSO intends to recruit 400 of the UN Information Centre for engineering, and wildlife man- gree from Banaras University, 

men and women to serve over- the Middle East, and Chief Pub- agement. India, in 1957. %
seas in 1966.

The Government of Canada offers 
professional careers, competitive 
salaries and excellent opportunities 
for advancement in fields such

. Atmospheric Sciences 

. Marine Sciences 

. Metals & Mineral Research 

. Analytical & Research Chem
istry

. Export Trade Promotion 
• Geographical Research

- HONOURS PHYSICS

- MATHS AND PHYSICS
II as:

- ENGINEERING PHYSICS
4

- GEOPHYSICS
u - CHEMISTRY AND

CHEMICAL ENGINEERINGr licity Officer for UN Operations 
Since the initial group of seven- in the Congo. Presently, Prof- 

teen volunteers travelled over- essor Gordon is the Acting Head 
seas in 1961 to serve in four dif- of the Political Science Depart- 
ferent countries, CUSO has grown ment of the University of Al
to its present size of 341 volun- berta in Edmonton, 
teers serving in twenty-nine 
countries throughout Asia, Af
rica, the Caribbean, and Latin the Executive Committee were 
America. CUSO is a national or- Father Romeo Guilbeault and M. 
ganization which selects Can- Pierre Meunier. Father Guil- 
adians with post secondary school, beault served for twenty-three 
education - not just university years in Basutoland and helped 
graduates - to serve overseas in ,to found the University of Basu- 
response to specific requests toland, Bechuanaland, and Swa- 
from developing countries. Vol- ziland. He is currently the Chap- 
unteers serve for a period of two lain at the University of Ottawa, 
years and receive approximately M. Meunier who spent a summer 
the same salary as persons of the' i° Tanzania under the auspices of 
host country who are similarly Crossroads Africa, is a graduate 
educated and similarly employed, student at the Université de Mont- 

At the meeting of the Executive real and a member of the Stu- 
Committee held in Ottawa on Nov- dents’ Affairs Association.

- METALLURGICAL
engineeringm A booklet describing some of the 

- GEOLOGY AND MINING current projects in “Physical
Sciences” is available at 
Placement Office.

1966 GRADUATES%
your

Named as Vice-Presidents of- GEOGRAPHY

See the Canadian Government representative while 
on your campus

IN

GENERAL SCIENCE AND ARTSishes DECEMBER 2and3,1965 with courses in
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICSApplication forms and interview reservations avail

able at your UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE.

A professional career in Meteorology with an opportunity 
to use your training in physics and mathematics is avail
able to you.

lay!
RATING AN "A”p Ltd. See the Canadian Government representative while on 

your campus
in campus and after class 
fashions . . . hudson’s smart 
styles for women and men . . . ember 15th, Professor J. King 

Gordon was named CUSO’s new volunteers, CUSO will have six 
chairman, succeeding Dr. J.F. hundred in the field by September 
Leddy, President of the Univer- of 1966. The long range plan calls 
sity of Windsor. Professor Gor- for 1000 volunteers serving over- 
don served with the United Na- seas in 1967. 
tions for twelve years in various 
capacities, including Director of CUSO visit the CUSO office, sit- 
Information for the UN Korean uated in the Dalhousie Arts An- 
Reconstruction Agency, Director nex beside the Chaplain’s Office.

With the placement of 400 newalifax
DECEMBER 2and 3,196510% discount, on presenting student card

LPPAREL

rUDENTS
The HUDSON Company LOiited Physical Sciences Booklet, application forms and inter

view reservations available at your UNIVERSITY PLACE
MENT OFFICE.For more information about

1664 BARRINGTON ST., HALIFAX, N.S.

CHEVRON STANDARD LIMITEDCAREER
OPPORTUNITIES *Calgary, Alberta 

offering careers inr Storm WITH* GENERAL FOODS PETROLEUM EXPLORATIONft
~v

IlSION In order to meet the demands of our rapidly growing 
business, General Foods is looking for young men - 
graduates an d pos t-graduates - who are interested in 

with Canada’s leading food company.
Career openings exist in the following fields:

will conduct campus interviews on
a career

December 1ift
RESEARCH - This work would appeal to gradu

ates in chemistry and other 
science courses.
- These positions would be of 
interest to graduates in business, 
finance, arts or science.

- We are looking for business, 
finance, economics, accounting 
or arts graduates.

WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT?

They are excellent. All these positions are ones in which 
your talents and potential abilities can be fully developed 
and they offer wide scope for personal growth. Promotion 
is entirely on the basis of merit and you are given addition
al responsibility as soon as you have proven you are ready 
for it.

foriX;'""

S”
Ns SALES MANAGEMENT POST GRADUATES - GRADUATES- 

UNDERGRADUATES
m

finance

in

Honours Geology
- Permanent and summer employment in geology

Honours Physics
- Permanent and summer employment in geophysics

Engineering Physics
- Permanent and summer employment in geophysics

11
v

Y LES IN 
/ELITY Spectacle~m and snug 
re designed 
e wonderful 
ou hours of

Maths-PhysicsYOUR NEXT STEP
- Permanent and summer employment in geophysicsatIf you would like more specific information about the 

opportunities available, contact your University 
Placement Office and arrange an interview time with 
We will be at Dalhousie on Thursday. December 2nd to 
interview students in their graduating year.

career
us.

-H ÜWÛU/JUIj
-Hofedatj

ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS 

MAY BE MADE THROUGH
The STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE

«F

GENERAL FOODS, LIMITED GENERAL FOODS

EN ROAD

À
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Soccer Tigers end undefeated seasonmm I

By RAY MONDE the championship by virtue of emphasis on physical condition- sparked by t e a m captain Don Clive Ali, and newcomer Abdul 5 goals to lead in the scoring de- 
The Dalhousie Soccer Tigers a 1-1 tie with Dal in the final ing, was able to instill the winning Hoopey. Supporting him, the Labi giving strong support,

completed their most success- game of the season. Dal’s record spirit in his players. ColinDuer- other defensive stalwarts inclu-
ful season in several years by for the season is 3 wins, 3 ties, den, team manager and comic has ded shah Ali, Ivan Ho, Bill May- this year but who are expected to shots. Labi with two, and Hewitt,
capturing sole possession of sec- and no losses. been a regular with the team for Cock, Vince Ingham and goal- fulfill major roles in years to MacFarlane, and Ho, each with
ond place in the Maritime Inter- Much of the tribute for the several years now. tender Ken Murray. come include George Rowe, Mike one, rounded out the scoring,
collegiate Soccer League this team’s success this season be- The t e a m’s success on the The offense was led by A n d y Guravich, Barclay Walker, Bob Next year’s Tigers will be with- 
year. The Tigers finished behind longs to rookie coach Gerald Wal- playing field is in a large meas- Kee and Mike Hewitt with vet- Stenhoff, and Nehru Maharaj. Don out the services of Don Hoopey, 
the St. Mary’s Huskies who won ford. Mr. Walford, apart from his ure due to the strong defense, erans Malcolm MacFarlane, Hoopey and Andy Kee eachnetted Mike Hewitt, Ivan Ho.

partment for the Tigers. Hoopey 
Players seeing limited action scored 4 of his goals on penaltyy

«
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trounce tigers
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m.The Tigers look like a club 

came out of a disastrous fort- which may take a while to mature, 
night of hockey woes. The U. S. but from some of the play witnes- 
Olympic team visited Stud- sed at the first Olympic’s game, 
ley campus, and while they might there are signs that the team is 
have some difficulty convincing capable of a solid performance. 
Canada or Russia, or Sweden or Bon Smythe, Bill Stanish, Dick 
Ghana that this is a hockey team Drmaj on forward and Dave Craig 
of International calibre, they did on defense offered first rateper- 
get by the Tigers, 5-2 a n d 5-1. formances although the early- 
More significantly, however they season rough edges are showing 
left the Tigeri seriously hurt. Yet- Ron Smyth outshone all but a 
Pete Stoddard suffered a danger- very few of the Olympians, 
ous head injury in the Truro game 
against the Olympians, and more 
than a few Nova Scotians are pull- iting. This team does not prom - 
ing for him to recover 101 p e r ise to be a strong contender but 
cent, and quickly. if the Dal team is not bolstered

The Tigers left for St. Dun- numerically they may not find 
stan’s University last Friday and anY easY win. A team of ten play

ers is a tired team in any league,

The Dalhousie Hockey squad a Mount Allison team that is def. 
initely improved.

Goalie Ron Sieniewicz is care- ■ 
fully contemplating leaving the IS 
team because of outside pres- *••••■• 
sures. The loss will be a heavy 
one should he not continue. Dave 
McMaster is the able backup 
goalie, and will no doubt do a num
ber one job of filling in, as he did 
last season.

Following t h e University of 
Moncton game, Dal hosts the Ac
adia Axemen on Monday, Nov. 29 
and UNB on the 4th of December 
and then take a break until Jan
uary 15 when they meet the 
“Mounties” here in a Saturday 
night contest.

The Acadia game will probably 
be the first real test of Dal’s 
strength, should both clubs ice 
healthy wholesome teams. With 
strong competition from the 
powerful basketball 5, the hockey 
Tigers cannot afford interest- 
wise to show badly in their open
ers. Everyone likes a winner.
Dal could have two winter win- 
ners with a little luck.

: : !:
' -MH ' .if
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Dalhousie’s winning 1965 soccer team: (front row) Bob Steinhoff, Mike Hewitt, Andy Kee, Mal
colm MacFarlane, Abdul Labi, Ken Murray; (second row) Mr. G. Walford (coach), Shah Ali, 
Ivan Ho, Barclay Walker, Clive Ali, Bill Maycock, Don Hoopey (cpt.), Vince Ingham, .Mike Gura
vich, Colin Duerden (manager). (Photo by Don Russell)
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This Saturday’s g a m e is at 
home with the Moncton club vis- SISI

T TFv ; ; i r^.V1 m.xViotwW
agsTaS6 KOW£>,‘x

1 were hoping to use two lines up 
front. This was not strategy, against most any team, The loss

llll Coach Dennis Selder was forced to St. Dunstan’s however, maybe
- to use 10 players in the 7-0 loss indicative of the general trend

to the Saints, only because there again this year. Evenw i t h o u t
was no one else about who could Billy MacMillan, the Saints are
play. John McKeigan and Joe boasting a s t r o n g team. Dal-
Hyndman were on the sick list and housie shows promise but a 7-0
Bill Stanish could not attend be- loss is too convincing to be dis-
cause of an impending examina- missed. Meanwhile the Acadia
tion.

.
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DAL SHOWS AGGRESSIVE REBOUNDING %

c
SiDal scores upset7

A

A!Axemen were soundly bounced by* The defense is poor to porous .has an answer with their own hos- 
and the shooting is almost 10per ting of the Bluenose Classic 
cent below par but the Dal hoop, the 7th and 8th of December. M. 
sters stunned a Montreal Senior i„ t. and Acadia will be the like- 
ball team led by Warren Sutton liest threats to disarranging the 
and several ex Sir G e o r g e Black and G o 1 d in this tourna- 
Williams stars by running away ment, 
to a 99-87 win. Coach Allan Yarr

on

Swimmers second to Acadia
ZgteS-..-X MBy GORD MacMICHIAL Coach Carol McLean had notFinal Standings.

MEN WOMEN TOTAL 
47 63
56 39

&been overly optimistic of the 
boys’ performance, as they were 
entered in events in which many 
had no previous experience. How
ever, Roddy Mclnnis won the 200 
free and 400 handily as did Gord 
Macmichial in the 200backstoke. 
Lee Kirby won the 160 yard In
dividual medley and Rod Murray 
came in second. Robbie McGrail, 
a rookie free style standout, won 
the 40 Free and was one of the 
four “M’s” who won the 400 
yard Free Relay (McGrail, Ma- 
bee, Mclnnis, Macmichail).

Supporting in depth were Bill 
Brymer, George Blais, Gerry 
Nichols

!
If this young Dalhousie team 

feels that the majority of the boys can withstand the pressures of 
are not shooting for their aver- playing seasoned veterans of Sut- 
ages and the defense m u s t be ton’s calibre it is only right to be- 
worked on. Nevertheless, these neve Mr. Stu Aberdeen’s crew 
teenage wonders are impressive, deserves 
The fact of beating any team is high time Acadia had t h e i r 
boasting Warren Sutton is im- laces stepped upon. Perhaps 
pressive, watching the Tigers 
work is somewhat awesome.

ÜSs3Since registration, the Dal- Acadia 
housie swim team has been meet- Dal 
ing at early morning hours, be
fore classes in the Halifax YMCA

*50-“110•r 95 Viï
The meet featured a number of 

gay moments for the Dal team, 
treatment. It and Sundays in the YWCA at more An untied bathing suit stole the 

regular hours. Since registra- show but modesty prevailed 
tion, the Swim team members otherwise.

someone finally has the team to bave Partic.ipated in Track and The girls did very well in win- 
do it. In any case, the ball is good Field, Rugby, Cross Country ning the 200 free style—Lois 

To keep them in tune, Yarr has and the boys are talented. Running, Interfac volleyball, and Hare, 100 free style-Ginny Ta-
several exhibitions scheduled but Acadia has an opinion that they m°st notably, in the ..Little 500” tern, 100 breast stroke- Cathy
the eyes are all on the upcoming will turn out more fans for their ln which nlne of the boys ex- Benson, and the 160 yard free
tournament. A c a d i a’s Tip-Off contests than will Dalhousie at celled- Finally, Friday night, relay- with the team of Hare, Ta-

Nov. 19, swam in a pre-season tern, Gail Woodburg and Pat 
seems to be s o m e measure of experience meet at Acadia. Dal Keith. The girls lost out in the 
pride involved. It might be sug- and Acadia were the sole parties points race however, because of 

The Tigers meet Ricker in the gested that if one takes his girl in action- The Dal team was com- their fewer numbers, and Acadia
opener. It promises to be reveal, to Acadia, he round up a harem P°sed of 12 men and 5 women, thus usually automatically were
ing. Should it not be startling, Dal for the local games. Happy hunting. but Acadia had 8 women and 9 given two of the three scoring

° men. Dalhousie finished second, positions.
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ITournament on the 3rd and 4th of the Bluenose Classic. There 
December features the Axemen,
Ricker. McGill and Dal.

fi ! S
■y-

Peter Hatcher, John 
F inly, Ed Doc, and Ian Bruce.

Next meet is Saturday, Nov. 
27 against the YMCA Neptunes.

i7,\'it i
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An experimental undergradu- college would consist of small 

ate college emphasizing indepen- dormitories surrounding a lib- rjn 1
dent study, constant exposure to rary - classroom - lecturehall- Ç S SCL'V S “
books, and frequent dialogues be- recreation area. As agreed upon j
tween students and faculty is be- by the faculty senate, the cur- j i j C1 * 1
ing considered at Florida State riculum would cover the tradi- 1(111 7*0 I C (1 11 O 1 111 1 171
University. Designed for a max- tional areas of the humanities * U/tM Ol/O vl/M/O k_y 11 III § 7
imum of 600 students, the college and physical and social sciences,
features a “break from the tra- It would not be expected to qualify

f Santa's coming 

your way. sounding 

a note of good cheer.

/C(iirls host 
Volleyball
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aBy JENNIFER DIXON
By BOB TUCKER veteran of the radio waves. But The Intercollegiate Volleyball

It is perhaps time that a few it was Mike who got the sports Tournament will be held at Dal- 
ditions of 55-minute classes and students for graduate work in editorial acknowledgements page into the paper this year and ll0Usie on November 26 and 27. 
credit hour requirements". The science or engineering. should be made in behalf of not kept it going. The Gazette owes The Participants will be St.

only the Sports department, but a vote of (belated) thanks to Mr. Thomas, UNB, Mount Allison, 
the Gazette and Dalhousie in gen- Smith for his work. Until the hang- M e m.° r 1 a l> King’s College,

over, happy exams and an early Acadia, Mount St. Bernard, and 
Peter Stoddard was seriously bonne et joyeuse Noel. Dalhousie.

injured while playing for the hoc-____________________It will be a single round robin
kev Tigers at Truro two weekends HINDU KUSH tournament and will be the top
ago. Since then Pete has been ROUTE TO AFGHANISTAN volleyball meet of the 1965-66
struggling along with Halifax doc- a new era begins for Afghanis- season ifi the Maritimes. Mean-
tors to regain his health. As of tan this year with the opening of while, the Dalhousie team won a 
Monday Nov. 22, Pete is still an overland route linking it with match against King’s College in 
not well but he is improving. Soviet Uzbekistan to the north- 
The Athletic Department, the Ga- west, and Pakistan to the south
zette staff and Dal people sin- The road which crosses the Nov. 19 was comprised of the 
cerely hope for his immediate mountainous Hindu Kush terri- following players:

1. Judy Bulpin, Captain
2. Suzanne Cogswell
3. Lynn McLellan
4. Gloria Gould

W>
$iKmi

m

N àeral.
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% C a game played Wed. Nov. 10. The 

Dal team at the Acadia meet on
>

Save Nowo recovery. tory about 18,000 feet above sea
This sports page and its ex- level, is a joint American-Soviet 

istence are due in large to the assistance effort: the first part, 
efforts of Mike Smith, former ed- from Uzbekistan to Kabul, 
itor. Mike was offered a position built by a Soviet engineering 
as newscaster with a local radio concern, while the second, join- 
station. The offer was both too ing the Afghan capital with Pakis- 
rewarding and too appealing to tan and running through the Khy- 
keep him with the Gazette, and he ber Pass, was completed by the 
is now becoming an accomplished United States.

i '* it

wasR 5. Peggy Westerman
6. Brenda Campbell
7. Lynn Johnson
8. Linda Bayers
This will be the general line- 

up for the Saturday tournament. onï

Eii
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IWe of the: a WENTWORTHoSUPPORT
SKIGAZETTE STAFFn HEADQUARTERSADALHOUSIE —wish all our ShareholdersA

* TEAMS! R This coupon wortha Merry Christmas and For TWO weeks only 
This coupon will be applied 
on any album in the store. 
Offer expires DEC. 15 
(C.U.S., discount invalid 
while coupon is in effect).

51* offB
a Happy New YearD HEAD-i:

f \ any album
IJ at

fMSet
LORD NELSON SHOPPING ARCADE HALIFAX. NOVA SCOTIA

8i

» Make it a SAFEi l If you’re serious about 
skiing . . . see us for 

the equipment that’s right 
for you.

8 Limit one to a customer.and Happy 

Holiday Season!LORD NELSON Dave Wilson's
8 ïSki Shop

Now Open Sunday Afternoon
RESTAURANT - LOUNGE - TAVERN

The GOLDEN CHAIN OF HOSPITALITY
*

8 I This coupon valid only on albums of $4.20 value and over
*»a:»wa*5Siasa
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r" mac Azin i editor, researching an article on Cary 
p Grant, once wired Wilson Mizner, a Hollywood

â columnist friend:
L HOW OLD CARY GRANT?

F ' ~~ M Mimer wired back:

Wÿ’r 4‘ OLD CARY GRANT FINE. HOW YOU?^8h»
■Mrs«jgr.gBj
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